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CHll'TER I 
D:TRODUCTIOil TO THE TllESIS 
In this study the writer is trying to show that by organizing 
the enti re year's work before the school term begins and adding to 
it throughout the year, speeo and accuracy in typewriting l118y be 
achieved .lUch more thoroughly and effectively. 
J~ter making a survey of at least 40 students who were taking the 
course in advanced type.riting on the secondary level and who ha- had 
the beginning course in high school, it was founa that a large per-
~ntage of them liere not given enough begin:ri.ng instruction. Thi8 
factor is usually caused by the teachers in the system seeing no use 
for an i ntensive training and instruction program in a course that 
deals entirely with ski11ed learning. Because of the lack of unified 
agreement on the 8ubject of what is to be taught in a course in type-
wri t i ng ancl hOli it is to be presented most effeC'tively> th!'.' list of 
unit s in this course of study in typem-i ting is to be l'"sented bota 
to aid the teaching of typewriting and the learning of material by 
the student so that it may be used in the life of the individual. 
The Fres
ent 
chapter eerves as an indeJ' to the f ollowing chepter81 
Chapter II--1..!1 Introduction to the Course of St.udy 
Che.pter IJ I _Development of the Course of s t udy into 
Units 
Chapter IV--Evaluation 
Chapter V--Summary 
Chapter VI--Bibliography 
2 
~bat promptet the study. This study, "A Course of Study in 
Advanced Typer.riting," was suggested in the course in Secondary 
Curriculum. The question was asked, "Is there any reason uhy 
commercial subjects should have no organization of subject matter?" 
This thought occurred to the writer: "Are we in the commercial 
field dropping too far behind the times?" In asking for materials 
for setting up a course of study in t~-per.ri ting, the same enSTier 
was given as is usually given when the subject of unit teaching is 
mentioned for a skilled subject--WThey do not le~d themselves to 
uni t teaching." Can there be any feasible reason why this should 
be true7 
Statement Qf ~ problem: 
1. To build a course of study in lLdvanced Typewriting 
with all units included end developed. 
2. To suggest an evaluation of the entir, course or 
study • 
.sco~ of ~ !Study. The scope includes the Advanced Typet.Ilt1ng 
that will be taught during the senior year of high school. 
SOurces Qf the data. Below are listed the IIOurces from whiob 
the data were obtained, 
1. Periodicals 
2. Intervier.s with other Cor-mercial teachers 
3. Survey of high school graduates 
3 
4. Educational Bulletins 
5. State Department Courses of Study 
6. Iieteria1 received in graduate classes in 
Curriculum Building 
Chapter SY!Dmarv. The lI1ein points covered in this introductory 
chapter ar€ as 1'0110\":5 ; 
1. The aesirabili t y of unit teaching in the co:n:oorcia1 
fi~ld, and the need for organized Plenn;ng is dis_ 
cUSsed in tne opening paragraphs. 
2. Chapter One serves as ~ index for tbe chepters 
that follo17. 
3. 7'he follol'ling ite:J:s were 11f:ted and Cis cUSsed in 
t be introd~ctory chapter; 
a. [hat proi<lpted the study. 
b. Statement of the problem. 
c. Scope of the study. 
d. Sources of the data. 
" . 
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C Hb.I"iZ Ii. II 
1I:,j I:~TROl:UCTIOi~ ':'0 THE COURSE OF STL"D Y 
If the teacher of typewriting will be me.de to realize t he extreme 
importance of starting the t~~writing student in the right direction 
when he begins the course in e lementary type~iting, the student will 
be able to obtain the high degree of efficiency he desires for his 
work in typewriting much sooner. Habits are just as hard to break 
whether they are good ones or whet her they are bad ones; so if you 
wi ll instill into the beginning typist the correct habits, he will 
use them to a~ advantage just as he will use t he bad ones to a dis-
advantage if he i s allowed to form the wrong habits. An e~~rt 
typi st is built on the following: acquiring the correct knovil edges, 
attitudes, ba: its, and appreciations. Ea~~ unit, therefore, in this 
course of study is careful l y p: anned to achi eve either part of these 
four or in some cases a combination of all four of them. 
As thi s is a local course of study in ldvaneed Typewriting , 
the wri t er has not includp.d ell the material that might be included 
in a state-"l de program. In this plan, the items for a full prograill 
will be mentioned , with a brief discussion of each, and the individual 
course of s t udy will include, just the development of the Advanced 
Typer.ri ting cot:rse of study. 
, 
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The follm;ing material would be included in a state-wide program 
that will not be discussed fully ·in the local course of study: 
1. A diagram or chart. The chart is to be divided into 
five committees showing the actual organization and 
functioning of the program. 
a. AdlIIiniatration committee wi til the purpose, 
responsible agents, advisory agents, a nd 
committees. 
b. Production committees with the purpose, 
responsible agents, advisory agents, and 
colllllli ttees. 
c • . Installation committees with the purpose, 
responsible agents, adviso.ry agents, and 
commit tees. 
d. Evalue;tion colDlli ttees· with the purpose , 
responsible agents, advisory agents, and 
I 
cO&llllitw.a. 
e. Editing committees with the purpose, re-
sponalbla a«"nts, advisory agents, and 
colllllli t"liees. 
2. Steps in curriculun buildi ng. The superintendent 
should sense the need and after the people have been 
made to see the need, he sho~ld go about ful!i lling 
the desires of the people in a n orderly and systematic 
way. ~ list of the steps have bee n devised f or setting 
up a conti nuous revis'ion program for tbe curriculum. 
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3. Philos!">phy of erlucntion . Your philosophy of general 
educetionhl problems dete~s whether you and your 
program for education are a succe ss. 
4. Principles to guide the program. The first outstanding 
principle in educational guidance i s to set up a philoso-
phy of life, educati on, and curriculum. The other princi-
pIes to guide the program should be used afte r this first 
ODe bas been determined. 
5. Ter.mL"lology. In order to avoid confusion in thought 
among the school people certain definitions or terms 
should be agreed upon. 
6. Objectives of education. There are certain big objectives 
that are to be the _in go&.ls of general educatiC"':1. 
7. Objectives of s ubject. In each isolated subject, there 
will be definite, vi tel goale that lI!WIt be attained in 
order to !IIllee the course worth while. 
, 
The objecti ves ha_ been set up in this course of etudy to 
provide knowledge and understanding, attitudes, habi ts, and appreci-
ations that will enable t he student to use the sidll that he 'ba-a 
developed in the vocational field and also to broaden the perspectl~ 
in other fields of everyday living. Because of the fact that things 
other than typewriting are essential for a well developed typist or 
secretary, the wri ter has correla.ted as _:lY other subjects with the 
course as is possib1e~ 
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The objectives in this course of study have been set up according 
to the following plan so that _ch one may be clear cut and easily 
followed! 
Objectives for Advanced Typewriting 
I. Knowledge and understanding of: 
A. The twentieth century typewriter for twentieth century 
typists 
B. Business letters for the modern typist 
C. Tabulation in everyday work 
D. Manuscript typing for prsctical use 
E. Applying for a position 
II. Attitudes toward: (critical) 
II. 
A. Correct position at the _chine of no 'nlJ.ue to the typist 
B. lnabili ty to control perts as a cauae of lack of progress 
I Attitudes toWard: (favorable) 
A. ImportanCe of personal type.dUng 
B. Value of proper care of the typel<ri tfi-
III. Habit otl 
A. Developing transcription speed 
B. Building speed through contirnwUy watcblng caw 
IV. Appreciation fon 
A. The development end meste:r:.y of a skill 
B. Proper care of the equipmen~ 
C. Typewri ting that can be uMd to -an advanta~ 
D. Typewriting as a!l ~ 
The Structural Pattern for a Unitl 
I. Title 
II. Introduction 
I I I. Table of contents 
IV. Criteria 
v. Grade plaC8Mnt--time allotment 
VI. Central theme 
VII. Objectives; 
A. Xoos-ledee and understanding of: 
B. Attitudes toward: (critical) 
(favorable) 
C. Babi ts ot: 
D. Appreciations forf 
VIII. Approaches 
I ;; . Development or procedure: 
x. 
XI. 
• 
". Study guides with specific references Y 
B. Subject I18tter--kmmledge-understandin! , 
-f 
C. Acti Vi ties, projects, problema 
D. Correlationa 
E. Work sbee,. 
Culmina ting Activit,-
Out.comesJ 
A. Kno\'iledge and Wlderstanding of'f 
E. Attitudes toward; 
c. Hebits of': 
D. AppreCiati on for: 
--------------------------~~ 
lclaa-s construction in Secondary CurricUlum 
. f _ I 
_. ,:.. f • . ' _ • - " • I • ~ "I 
XII. Leads to other units 
XIII. Evaluatione--!ieuuring result s 
1... Teacher tests 
B. Pupil tests 
1. knowledge aDd UDderstanding 
2. attitude 
3. habit 
4. appreciation 
XIV. Bibliography 
A. Teacher 
B. Pupil 
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The Criteria of a Unit of ~or~2 
1. It should involve a variety of direct sensory experi ences. 
2. It should provide for some free, informal association of the pupils. 
3. It should provide an opportunity for manipulation or bodily activity. 
4. The parts of the unit should make a coherent mole. 
5. It should provide a considerable amount of pupil activity. 
6. It should be satisfying or the anticipation of the outcome should 
be satisfying. 
7. It should provi e suffici ent concrete and illustrative materials. 
s. The unit of work should have a useful purpose in the present or 
future life of the pupil . 
9. It should reproduce actual life situations, as far as possible& 
10. It should utilize materials as they occur in life, and in text-
books you are studying. 
11. It should contain accurate information. 
l 
12. It should provide an opportunity to judge , choose, and evaluate. 
13. It should provide an opportunity for the pupi l to originate, plan, 
and direct the activity, as far as possible. 
14. It should be within the available time limit. 
15. The exposition should be clear enough to make ~t possible for a 
new teacher to put the unit 1n practice if she so desires. 
16. It should state clearly where materials may be obtained. 
17. 'i\1Jen references are gi ven, they should be complete and exact. 
4western Reserve Univenrity, CurriculU:ll Laborator",f, Bulla:tin No. 17, 
November )0, 1931, p. 6. 
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CI1A rTL R I II 
DEVELOPi.:F,iIT 0;: Ii COURSE OF STUDY INTO UNI TS 
The met eriul t hat i s to be used in the J.dvanced Course in Typewriting 
is t o be divided into five Q~its: 
Unit I--The Twentieth Century Typev~iter for Twentieth Century Typists 
Un! t II--Business Letters for the :"odern T~'Pist 
Unit III--Tabul~ti on in Everyday ~ork 
Unit I V--Manuscript TJ~ing for Practical Use 
Unit V--Applying for a Posi tion 
Each Unit is developed a cco ding to the structrual pattern that is 
given on page ei~~t for the unit plan. 
Twentieth Century ~r~"Pewriter for t~e Twentieth Century Typist 
Typewriting skill is needed or deSirable in nearly every activity in 
whi Ch you will engage. Busine~s effectiveness is increased by typewriting. 
Typewriting is of increasing value in social life. Try hard to perform 
each operation at t he typewriter correctly the f i rst time. ~ satisfied 
with nO~~ing less than the best perf ormance. In mastery of the mechanical 
parts of the typewriter, you will increase your ability to use the typewriter 
intelligently. 
Keep the typewriter in good condition at el l times. If the machine 1s 
in perfect working order, you will be able to do much better typing, Know 
the working parts and the ability of your typewriter. 
12 
Grade placemept--Twelfth grade 
~ allotment--Four 1';ee ks 
~ral theme--Getting acquainted r.ith the typewriter 
Objectives 
I. Knowledge and Wlderstanding of: 
A. The machine as a whole--the advantages in learning the uses of the 
parts 
B. The correct position at the machine to increase ability to type 
C.' ~stery 0; the techniques of typewriting 
D. Advantage iu set tine a goal each day i n typewriting 
II. Attitudes toward: (criti cal) 
A. Typing r.ith the copy on the left side of the machine 
B. Movement of the entire arm in Daldng the reaches for parts of the 
typeuriter 
Attitudes toward: (faTorable) 
A. l Manipulation of a~j parts of the machine with touch control 
B. The importance of using the fast muscle~ in the stroking mo~~~,nt 
III. Habit of: 
A. Adjusting any part of the machine that msy be out of order 
B. Recognizing differences appearing in machine parts in different 
models of machines 
C. Controlling of the shift ke7 
IV. P..pprecie.tion for: 
P.. Neater cOlllFlet.ed typer.ri tten copy 
B. Care of the typewriter 
C. Typewriting as a use.ble skill 
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Approach 
As this is to be t he first unit of the year1s work, the material is 
set up !:lore or less as a checlx p or review of the previous work in the 
f i eld of typewriting. The parts of the machine are review~d each day 
as t hey are needed for that day 's cl&s s work. 
Possible questions that may be asked by the students pertainine to 
t he course itself could be as follows : 
1. V;hen will rie regain the speed end control in typfmriti ng 
that wr : had attained at the end of l&st year I s work? 
2. This model differs from the one I use~st year. Why 
should I have to use anothe r machine when 1 have already 
learned about the other kind? 
3. v.hat is considered the best position of the body in rel&tiun 
to the machine when one is typing? 
4. Is it ever permissible , to place the copy from which one is 
typing on the left side of the typewriter? 
5. In beginning typel7I'i ti:1g, I used my §. and 1 fingers to depress 
the shift key. IVhy do you suggest I change to the ~ and ~ fingers? 
Suggested approaches given by the teachers following the questions 
that have beer. submitted by the stUdents: 
1. Cover the entire reviel7 of the keyboard lette ~' reaches VIi th as 
much speed as possible. 
2. Iteview the parts of the machine that you will need in working 
for the class period thst day. 
, 
3. Request students to type a list of all the machine parts that 
they have on their typewriters. 
4. Ask this question, WIThat is the proper position at the machine 
as you type?" 
Study Guide I 
The lJachine as a l'ihole--the Advantages in Learning the Uses of the Farts 
I. Why is it necessary to knew the parts of the machine e.nd their uses? 
II. Control of a l l JB rts of' the me.chine is to be by touch; so reviet? the 
part and correct use of the part. Locate the f'o11owing parts ~n your 
typeIYX'iter. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
carriage 
cylinder 
cylinder knobs (left and right) 
paper table 
paper release. lever , 
paper guide 
7. paper bail or fingers 
s. line-space regulator 
9. margin stops (left and right) 
10. carriage release levers (left and right) 
11. variable line-sr.e.ce 
12. carriage return lever 
13. space bar 
14. shift keys (left and right) 
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III. A careful check of the proper way to inseort al'!d remove peper f rom 
the machine. Make a study of the correct way to build speed through 
the operation of removinb and reinserting paper correctly. 
IV. Read the article by r.~r. Lessenberry in the Typewri ti nr; ~, "Develop-
ing ::;peed ano Control. III 
Heference s for students: 
Korona, L. W., Rowe, Clyde E., and Clem, Jane F ., Busine s s and Personal 
Typewriting (Chicago, Ginn and Co., 1939), pp. vi-x. 
Sorelle, Rupert P., Smith, Harold H., Foster, Vlilliam R., Blanchard, 
Clyde I., Gregg Typing (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing ~o., 1937), pp. ii-vi. 
D. D. Lessenberry, ~ Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-riestern Publishing Co., 1942), rr. 1-9. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 2nd Edition (Chh .. ago, 
South-~estern Publishing Co., 1933), pp. v-vii. 
References for teachers: 
Esta Ross stuart, The TypinE Teacher ~ !.Qr.i£ (Chicago, The Gregg 
Publishing Co., 1926), pp. 1, 7-8. 
KOJm8, L. VI., Rowe, Clyde E., and Clem, Jane E., Business ~ Personal 
Typewriting (Chicago, Ginn and Co., 1939), pp. 13-14. 
Kathryn Garrett Holland, Accurscy Builder (Published by i.merican 
Institute of Business, IOT'e, 1935), pp. 67-68. 
D. D. Le~Eenberry , "!) ~veloping Greater TypeViTiting Speed end Contr0l,· 
Typewriting News (South-~estern Publishing Co., Spring, 1940), Vol. X, 
p. 7. 
1D• D. Lessenberry, -Developing Greater Typev;riting Speed tmd Control," 
Typewri ting News (Spring, South-V:estern Publishing Co., 1940), Vol. I, 
page 7. 
" 
Subject t.latter I 
The Vachine as a Wbole--the Advantages in Learning the Uses of the Parts 
I. Reasons for mowing machine pe.rts and their uses: 
1. knowledge of the part, develops control of the part 
2. aids in developing speed by using special pe.rts 
3. general knowledge of part assists in making an efficient typist 
II. The development of control of all pe.rts of the .. chine through touch. 
The following parts are listed with the use of the part and the hand 
Wled to control the pe.rts 
1. carriage--movable part of the typewriter. 
2. cylinder--roller that the paper rolls around as it goes into 
the typel1l'i ter • 
3. cylinder knobs (right and left)--knobs at the eDds of the 
cylinder used to twirl the paper into the machine. Use the 
left and right hand to control the part. 
4. paper table.ithe table that the paper rests on men it is in the 
machine. 
5. paper release lever--releases the paper as it is removed from 
the typewriter. Controlled with the right hand. 
6. paper guide--metal piece on the paper table Wled to guide the 
paper into the IIISchine evenly. Controlled nth the left hand. 
7. paper bail or fingers--holds the paper firmly against the 
c~linder. Either hand is used to operate this part of the 
machine. 
B. line-space regulator--part used for setting single-, double-, 
or triple-spacing between lines of writing. Set with the 
left hand. 
9. margin stops (left and right)--stops used for sett ing left and 
right margins in typewriting. Use either left or r ight hand 
to set the stops. 
10. carriage release levers (left and right)--depress the carriage 
release lever to move the carriage anywhere within the set 
margin. Controlled by left or right hand. 
11. variable line-space--to set the machine so that it will type 
between any set l i ne. Left hand control for the part .• 
12. carriage return lever--lever used to return the carriage to 
the l eft margin when the end of the li-ne has been re~ched. 
Control l ed with the left bEnd. 
13. space bar--oor used for spacing between words. The right thumb 
• 
is used to operate the space bar. 
14. shift keys (left and right)--to capitalize words. If the letter 
to be capitalized is a left-hand reach, tbe right small finger 
is used to depress the shift key on the right side of the 
machine. If the letter to be capitalized is a right-hand 
reach, t he left small f i n::er is used to depress t he shift 
key OD the left side of t he typewriter. 
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Ill. Proper way to insert paper and remove it quickly: 
1. grasp a sheet of paper with the left hand, thUll1b down at 
the lower edge of the paper 
2. place the paper in front of t~e paper table and against 
the paper guide 
3. turn the cylinder knob quickly one f ull turn, using the 
right hand 
4. straighten or adjust the paper in the machine by operating 
the paper release lever 
5. turn the cylinder knob one 1jI0re full turn 
6. use the pape r release l ever to remove the paper quietly 
7. replace the paper on the left side of the typer.riter 
IV. Summary of the article by D. D. Lessenberr y in the Typewriting Ne1'1s, 
-Developing Speed and Control,· is as follows I 
Typewriting speed and control is based on these seven techniques: 
1. stroking 
t 
2. rel.axz!.tJon 
3. quiet control 
4. finger weight 
5. carriage retura 
6. shifting 
7. letter and word recognitiOil 
FOI.U' ways of building speed after the seven techniques have beeD 
mastered: 
1. direct dictation of short words at the machine 
2. calling the throw 
19 
J. determination of the approximate rate 
4. marking copy material in five-word groups 
Activity I 
The L~chine as a Whole--the Advantages in Learning the Uses of the Parts 
I. Each student is asked to bring to clas s the list that he hes composed 
of machine parts, the uses, and the hand or finger used in controlline 
the part. These 1I'i11 be discussed in class; and after a vote by the 
class to decide the best of the group, the list will be posted on the 
bulletin board. 
II. I n orrie r to be able to i nsert paper and remove it quickly, practice 
the following drill, using six sheets of paper; and as rapidly as 
the paper is put into the machine, rolled cOlJlPletely through, taken 
out and pIeced on the left of the machine, another sheet is placed 
in the machine . Time the students for a couple of minutes on the 
drill to see how many sneets of paper they are able to insert into 
the typewriter and remove during that time. 
~~I . Control of the cylinder knob is extremely important; and in order to 
check the proper control of the part, use the following exercise for 
class practice: 
Insert a sheet of paper into the machine and see hon many 
twirls of t he cylinder knob it takes for you to roll the 
sheet through t he machine. Practice this for a few minute s 
until you can see sone i reprovement. 
IV. Use a short copy f or strai ght-copy materi al. Asic e ach student to 
place a coi n on t he back of his right hand to be left ther e as he 
type s . I f there i s any motion in his hand as he types, the coin will 
sl ip off the. bee!: of his hand. 
,. 
Correlation I 
The llachine as a Whole--the Advantages in Learning the Uses of the Parts 
I. Office Practice and Procedure: The actual use of the typem-iter is so 
closely COIlIlected with turning out an -all-round It good office worker 
that there i s no distinction between the two courses. 
II. Filing: In taking care of the record cards for the typewriting progress, 
each student is given some practice in alphabetical filing. 
Ill. Reading: The ability to read fluently means a great deal to a student 
who is typing straight-copy material. Generally speaking, the fast 
readers are the fastest typists. 
n. Spelling: Through the exercises in the me.chine parts. and their u!:es, 
there enters the matter of the proper spelling of each of the names. 
V. English: The ability to demonstrate orally demands the correct use 
of spoken English. In any form of co~osition at the machine or 
t 
dictated copy, knOWledge of the English language MUst be at your 
command. 
VI. PeIlllll!lllship: Siglling of all typewritten copies is made easier and 
more legible by a readable penmanship. 
Work Sheet I 
The li.achine as a ri'hole--the Advantages in lR.a.rning the Uses of t.'l€ Parts 
Directions: Underscore in pencil, the proper 'l':oro. or phrase that 1'1111 
more nearly complete t he sentence: 
1. The type on Ii typewri tar rohicl-. is in constant use in an off1('.e 
should be cleaned--deily--weekly--monthly. 
2. Cleen type results in--clear printing--smudgy printing--illegible 
printing. 
3. Dirty type gives the reader an impression that the writer 
is clean--care1ess--industrious. 
4. A worn or dry ribbon makes the copy--easy to read--difficult 
to read--c1een-cut. 
5. When oiling the typewriter, use--much oil--litt1e oil--much 
oil in some places and little oil in others. 
6. The typewri ter should be oiled--once a month--eech day--every 
six months. 
7. Drop the oil on the movable parts of the machine and--wipe it 
off in~ediate1y--1eave it over night and remove--d~ not wipe 
any of the excess oil off the machine. 
S. ',be!'! not in use, thE": t:.'Pet7ri ter should--never be covered--al-
?rays be covered--frequently be covered. 
9. :',hen t ypi.,g sJ. ways use only--~ne sheet of paper in th~ machine--c. ~ 
least two sheets--~ore than ~~ree sheets--in order to protect 
the cylinder. 
Key to V,ork Sheet I 
The words that should be underscored in each sentence: 
1. deily 
2. clear printing 
3. careless 
4. difficult to read 
5. little oil 
6. once a month 
7. wipe it off immediately 
8. always be covered 
9. at least two sbeets 
Study Guide II 
Correct Position at the ~\lechine to Increase Ability to Type 
I. Check through each of the references to determine which of the group 
of rules for correct posture you will sel ect for your list. When 
you have completed your list, make a note of the ones you have 
selected. Each t i me you start t yping check the list to be sure 
you are using the correct habits for posture. 
II. List a group of general characteristics that assist in making an 
efficient typist or or fice worker. 
III. Collect the best group of rules for t he punctuat ion of sentences. 
The rules in this grot:p are to be rt:les for the comB. 
References for students I 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century T'~uriting, 2nd Edition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishing ' Co., 1933), pp. 3-4 
i 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-'·7estern Publishing Co., 1942), p. 10. 
f.ilverda Hodel & Grace Phelan, tiiKQ. Spel'd, "A Success Story'," 
(Chicago, The H. U. Rowe Company, 1940), pp. 5-9. 
References for teachers I 
D. D. !"essenberry, Wh Century Type;;.ri ting , 2nd Edition (Chicago, 
South-Festern Publishing Co., 1933 ) , pp. 3-4. 
D. D. Le ssenberl'Y, Wh Century Typer.ritinr , 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-Fe stern Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 10-11. 
National Counci l Students' Typing Tests, (Chicago, Nnti Jnal Council 
for Business Education, 1943), Vol. X, No. 5, Feb~~nry, l~. 
Subject Matter II 
Correct Posi tion at the Idachine to Increase Ability to Type 
I . Collection of the li st of guides for determining correct position 
at the machine. Some of the guides in the list could be as follovls: 
1. fingers rele.xed, curving over the home keys. 
2. hands slanting upward from the wrists. 
J. wrists held lOVl , close to the front of the typewriter, 
but not touch it. 
4. forea~s slanting slightly upward from the elbows. 
5. upper arms slanting forward. 
6. body leaning slightly forward from the hips. 
7. feet co~rortably placed cn the floor. 
II. General chan.cteristics that aid in correct typewriting: 
1. physical condition: 
a. good vision . 
• b. proper am<nmt of sleep 
c. correct diet 
2. mental attitude: 
a. power of concentration 
b. desire to type correcUy 
J. cooperative spirit at all timesl 
a. follo~ instruction 
b. ask questions 
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ill. Study of the list of rules dealing with the cO::Jma: 
1. non-restrictive phrases are set off by commas. 
2. pe..rticipial phrase separated from main clause is set off by a comma. 
3. parenthetical elements in a sentence are to be set off by commas. 
4. words in apposition are set off by coemas. 
5. words in series set off by COIllllaS. 
6. phrases that are include constrasted expressions are to be set 
off by commas. 
7. a declarative sentence ending in a question--the question element 
is set off by a comma. 
8. the following adverbial clauses may be set off by commas when 
the clauses are invertedJ but when in natural order as follows: 
a. concession always 
b. cause alm~st always 
c. condition rarely 
d. time, never 
o. place never } 
t. manner never 
g. degree or comparison never 
h. result never 
1. purpose never 
9. The comma is used in the follo\1ing. 
s. direct addresa 
b. the name of the state, follOWing the c1 ty 
c. the year follOwing the month and day 
d. the date of month folloning day of wee k 
e. nominative absolute 
Acti vity II 
Correct Position at the l.;achine to Incree.se Ability to Type 
I. After all material has been collected dealing wi tp the correct position 
at the machine, it is gone over by the editing committee, selected by 
the class; e.nd then tlle list is typed. :Lhis is t o be placed on the 
bulletin board. After the list is taken from the bulletin board, it 
is filed with the rest of the material that is t o be held for the 
"Stenographer's Check Sheet" which is to be compiled at the end of 
the term. The material for this booklet will be made into manuscript 
copy; and at the end of the year, each student will type his 0I\'ll copy 
for his personal use. 
II. nA Success Storyll by Wilverda Hodel,l is to be reviewed by a IIn:;ber 
of the class end t he comments in the report will be discussed by the 
other members of the class. tiss Hodel lists in this story some of 
the characteristics that are necessary fOT a successful typist. 
III. Co:nbine the list of rules dealing with the comma that you have selected. 
These rules will be filed to include in the ·Stenographer's Check Sheet." 
Correlation II 
Correct Position at the Machine to Increase Ability to Type 
English: One of the requirements of a good secretary is the proper use 
of punctuation. For the secretary's own welfare, she must know the 
correct forms for punctuating copy. 
Journalism: After compiling the copies t~t are to be filed at the present 
time, we are to set up a s~ll Guide for the stenographer to use in 
the off ice '!fork. 
~ilverda Hodel & Grace Phelan, ltlgh Speed, "A Success Story," (Chicago, 
The H. M. Rowe Co., 1940), pp. 5-9. 
Viork Sheet II 
Correct Position at the Machine to Increase Ability to Type 
I . List the rules that you consider necessary to assume correct position 
at the machine. 
II. English improvement drills: 
Type the following sentences using the proper kinds of punctuation, 
with the reason for each mark: 
1. He is studying at the state university where a greater variety 
of courses is offered. 
2. Passing the school the other day I noticed two new statues 
at the entrance. 
3. Moreover we cannot extend you further credit. 
4. ' Our president 1~. John Briggs has the interests of all h~ s 
employees at Peart. 
5. Our department needs more stationery pencils and pens. 
6. She emphasizes th,e use of clauses not phrases in her article. 
I 
7. Inside the house was aglow with warmth and friendliness. 
8. It is time to go now is it nct? 
Key to Viork Sheet II 
I. List of rules neoessary for correct position at the IDBchinea 
1. fingers relaxed. curving over the home keys. 
2. bands slanting upward frOI!! the wrists. 
3. wrists neld low, close to the front of the typewriter, 
but not touching it. 
4. forearms slanting slightly upward from the elbows. 
5. upper arms slanting forward. 
6. body leaning slightly forward fro~ the hips. 
7. feet comfortably placed on the floor. 
II. Punctuation drill: 
1. He is studying at the state university, where a greater 
variety of courses is offered. 
reason: non-restrictive clause. 
2. Pass~ ng the school the other day, I noti ced t~o nero statues 
at the entrance. 
reason: partici pial phrase separated from main clause. 
3. Moreover, we cannot extend you further credit. 
reason: parenthetical elements. 
4. Our preSi dent, Mr. John Briggs, has the interests of all 
his employ~s at heart. 
reason: words 1n apposition 
5. Our departll2nt needs more stationery , pencils, and pens. 
reason: series. 
6. She e ~phasizes the use of clauses, not phrases, in her arti cle. 
reason: set off contrasted phrases. 
7. InSide, the house was aglow with warmth and fr i endliness. 
reason: separate parts of sentence that might erroneously 
be read together. 
8. It is time to go now, is it not? 
reason: declarative sentence, endi ng i n a question. The 
questi on element is set off by a cemr.~. 
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Study Guide III 
~stery of Techniques of Typewriting for en Office Positi on 
I. Make a list of the g-~ides that you would want to use in determining 
the proper techniques in typewriting. 
II. Compile a list of the characteristics other than typewriting that 
one must possess to become an efficient secretary. 
III. Loole up material for making characters that are not on the keyboard. 
IV. Compare your ability to transcribe from shorthand notes with your 
straight-copy speed. 
References for students: 
D. D. Lessenberry, &Qlli Century Typewriting, 2nd Edition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishing Co., 1933), pp. 31, 40-44, 70. 
D. D. Less€nberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishing Co., 1942), Pp. 234-236. 
, 
Louis Leslie, Function81 Method Dictation (Chicago, The Gregg Publish_ t 
ing Co., 1936), pp. 2-3. 
References for teachers: 
Lillian Grissom Wilson, ProgreSSive Dictation (Chicago, The Gregg 
Publishing Co., 1930), pp. 7-11. 
Louis Leslie, Functio~~l Method Dictation (Chicago, The Gregg Fublish-
ine Co., 193t,), Pp. 16-la. 
Kathryn Garrett Holland, Accurac:,r Builder (Des :,loines, American 
Inst: tute of BUSiness, 1935), pp. 5-7. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 60th C,.nt1:r7 Typewritinp', 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishing Co.~ 1942), pp. 234-236. 
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Subject llatter III 
Mastery of techniques of typewriting for an office position 
I. Suggested list of techniques for typewriting: 
1. stroking 
2. carriage throw: 
a. use a quick wrist motion 
b. throw the carriage with even power 
c. return the fingers to the home keys quickly 
3. control of shift keys: 
a. use the small finger to depress the shift key 
b. hold the other fingers hovering near the home position 
4. Position at the machine: 
-a. lean slightly from the hips toward the typewriter 
b. keep your shoulders erect 
c. keep your feet flat on the floor 
d. keep the body well bal&nced 
e. hold your eyes 0:1 the copy 
f. keep yot.:.r fingers well curved 
5. spece bar control: 
a. the space bar is controlled with the right thumb 
b. strike thp. bar but do not linger on it 
6. attitudes to be developed: 
a. self-confidence 
b. sel f appraisal 
c. receptive mood fl)r ne\"l work 
d. the hati t of l:l8king careful analyses 
e. a cct.:.racy and ne&tness 
f. sett ing a goal ea ch day _ 
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n. Related techniques that must be possessed by an efficient secretary: 
1. ability to take dictation and transcribe it rapidly and accurately. 
2. 8 !mov/ledge of a correct bUsiness lette r. 
3. personal qualities that enables one to get along ~ith people. 
Dr. Lloyd JODeS of the Gregg Publishing Company has listed 
these ~ehniques as followsl 
The vitamins that one mwst possess in order to be 
able to become an efficient secretary are as listed 
bel 0": 
vitamin a--ask questions 
vitem:i.n b--be brief 
vitamin C--confidence 
vitamin d--directness 
vi tazr.in e--ee.rnestness 
vitamin f--friendllness 
III. Making characters that ere 
,. 
1. the exclamation poi!'lt: 
not on the standard keyboard of the typewriter: 
, 
• 
2. degree symbol: 
3. chemistry symbols: 
4. plus Sign: 
5. diVision sign: 
•• 
6. eqt.:al sign: 
7. nmlti Flication si€D: x 
8. caret: J 
9. minus sign: 
-
IV. Check on the difference between the transcript i on speed in the 
typewriter end the straight-copy speed. The transcription speed 
should not be more than one-third lower than the straight-copy 
speed. Give a short letter to be transcribed while the student 
is timed for transcription speed. Give the same letter to be 
written from straight-copy and check the difference in speed. 
Activity III 
Mastery of Techniques of typewriting for an Office Position 
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I. Dictate the follOWing letter to the class at a speed that they will 
be able to take it in shorthand. After the notero have been taken, 
the letter is to be transcri bed from the copy. Check on the trenscr j p-
tion speed. Compare the transcr.:pti on speed \'lith the strei ght-copy 
speed on the s£me lette r : 
Mr. E. H. Gibson 
106 Laurel Street 
Kno,,-ville, Tennessee 
Dear Sir 
Would you like to have something that would 
save you time, labor, and money? With our steel 
dress form, you can make a pretty silk dress with 
very little work. It will fit. It will have class. 
You will save money. What more could you a~k? 
Yours very truly 
jh 
Correla t ion III 
Mastery of the Techniques of T~~writing for an Office Position 
English: Proper ~ay to type and conetruct busines ~ letters. 
Office Practice and Procedure: Learning the things other than typewriting 
that help to make en efficient office worker. 
Health and Sani tation: T'.e i :r.portant part that health plays in building 
a good stenographer is discussed in this section. 
Work Sheet III 
Mastery of the Techniques of Typewriting for an Office Position 
Directions: Tj~ in the phrase on the mimeographed sheet that you think 
will more nearly answer the questions below: 
I. 
II. 
The carriage return lever should be throrln with the motion in the ____ • 
Illustrate ~~e follOwing by typing the symbol 85 it is made u~ hy two or 
more parts of the standard keyboard: 
1. exclamation marie 
2. degree symbol ~ 
3. plus sign 
4. divi sion sign 
5. caret. 
6. minus sign 
III. List so~ general characteristics that a secretary must posses~ to becon~ 
an effi cient eQF10yeer 
1. _______ _ 
2. ______________ _ 
3. ___________ _ 
4. _________ _ 
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Key for Work Sheet III 
l.:astery of the Te chniques of Typef1l'iting for an Office Positi on 
I. wrist. __ _ 
II. Illustrati on of these symbols: 
1. J , • 
2. 200 
J. + 
4. • 
5. .J 
6. 
III. General characteristics: 
1. cooperativenes s 
2. self-confidence 
J. pleasing pe~sonality 
4. accuracy at all times 
Study Guide IV 
J..dvantages in Setting a Goal Each Day in Typewriting 
I. Determine the conect way to build speed through setting a goal i n 
typing straight copy. 
II. Check the rules for diVision of words at the end of the typewritten line. 
III. Review your method of working out the lengths of lines, n\.U!Jber of spaces 
per inch horizontally, and the number of lines vertically in your machine. 
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References for students: 
D. D. Lessenberry, gOth Centurv Typewriting, 4th 1dition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 15-16 , 65-66. 
KorDna, L. \7., Rowe, Clyde E., and Clem, Jane E., Business !!!ill 
Personal Typewriting (Chicago, Ginn and Co., 1939), pp. 3-4. 
References for teachers: 
D. D. Lessenberry, ~ Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
. South-West ern Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 65-66-89-93. 
Korona, L. I~ ., '\owe, Clyde E., and Clem, Jane E., Business end 
personal Typewriting (Chicago, Ginn and Co. , 1939), pp. 3-4. 
r.nverca, Hodel and Grace Phelan, High Speed (Chicago, The H. 1.1. 
Rowe Co., 1940), pp. 5-9, 16-27. 
Subject Matter IV 
Advantages in Setting a Goal in Typewriting Each Day 
I. Use of speed-building copy in, the following way: 
1. write for l5-sec~nd intervals to build up speed 
2. write for 30-second inte!"Vals to increese speed 
3. write for one minute to build accure.cy in the copy 
II. Rules for syllabication of words for typewritten copy. 
1. divide a word only when it is necessary to do so. 
2. a word of four letters must not be divided. 
3. when a word containing three or more syllebles is to be 
divided at one-letter syllable, the one-letter syllable 
should be typed on the first line. 
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4. a one-letter syllable at the beginning of a word must not 
be separated from the r est of the T:Ord. 
5. when a final consonant is doubled before a suffix, the ad-
ditional consonant should be placed with the suffix. 
6. a syllable that does not contain a vowel must not be separeted 
from the remainder of the word. 
7. words endi ng in such terminations as able, lli.!!, and 1£& 
should u~~l1y be divided between the stem of the word and 
the termination. 
8. when a root word ends with a double letter, separate the 
suffix from the root word. 
9. when a word is to be di vided at a point where two vowels 
that are pronounced separately come together, these vowels 
should be divided into separete syllables. 
III. Plans for the following calculations: 
1. lengths of lines--margins to be cietermined by talcing half thP. 
length of the line, subtract it from the center of the machine 
for the left margin; add it to the center of the machine, plus 
five, for the right margin. 
2. number of spaces per inch horizontally 
a. elite type--twelvc speces per inch, using fifty as the center 
b. pice type--ten spaces per inch, using forty-three as the center 
3. number of lines verticclly 
a. elite type--six lines per inch 
b. pica type--six lines per inch 
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Activity IV 
Advantages in Setting a Goal in Typewriting Each Day 
I . Divide the class in two teams , give them l5-second writings to 
build up the speed of both sides. After the speed is built as 
high as you can reach, list the scores for each side. The winning 
side will be the side with the highest speed average during the 
entire practice period. 
II. Dictate a list of words ill~strating the rules for division of words. 
~ive the students directions about where the bell will r ing within 
the word and as k: that they type the word shOWing where it would be 
divided by typing a hyphen at that point. Below are a list of fiords 
that could be used: ," 
Bell rings on the typing of the 
first letter of each word 
business 1 
alone 
stressing 
reference 
sepe.rate 
p08~e ssion 
very 
learned 
Bell rings on the typing of the 
third letter of each word 
relaxed 
stopped 
knowledge 
accurate 
attentlClJl 
attractive 
control 
beginning 
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III. Work out the t:lan for the l eft and right margins for the following 
line lengths--make a list of these for use throughout the year's work 
in setting up copy: 
60-space line 
45-spe.ce line 
40-spe.ce line 
50-space line 
Correlation IV 
70-&pece line 
55-space line 
Advantages in Setting a Goal in Typewriting Each Day 
English: Learning the proper divisions of words at the end of typewritten 
lines t t rough the listing of the rules for syllabication, aids the 
student in pronouncing and spelling the words as well as for division 
of words by syllables. 
Arithmetic: The simple calculations in figuring the proper way to: ~et 
line lengths in typewriting is a simple review of mathematics. 
Spelling: In division of word~, checking the syllables, and looking for the 
meaning in the dictionary, the spelling of the words are stressed. 
Work Sheet IV 
Advani.ages in Setting a Goal in Typewriting :E.ac.'1 Day 
I. Make a list of words to illustrete each of the rules ~~t you have 
made for the WStenographer's Check Sheet" for the division of words. 
ll. Check-up in centering: 
(pica) (elite) 
1. A vertiCl'.l inch has lines. 
2. A horizontal inch has spaces. 
3. Paper 81/2 x 5 inches has lines. 
4. Paper 8 1/2 xll inches has lines. 
5. A five-inch line bas spaces. 
6. The verti cal center of an S 1/2 x 11 inc!l page comes at line ____ ... I. 
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Key to 1~ork Sheet IV 
I. Illustration of words to show proper division: 
1. stopped 
2. very 
3. sepa-rate 
4. alone 
5. begin-ning 
6. alone 
7. lov-able 
8. stress-ing 
9. gradu-eUon 
II. Check-up in centering' 
1. six (pica) six (elite) 
2 • ten (pica) twelve (elite) 
.3. thirty-three 
4. sixty-six 
5. fifty } 
6. thirty-tour 
Culminating Activity 
Twentieth Century Typewriter for the Twentieth Century Typist 
Di vide the class in two sections. Dictate a letter to t hem to be 
transcri bed. After the material has been transcribed, check each person!! 
spe '.d to see what his tr~cription speed is, average the speeds to determine tP. ' 
winr.ing team. 
After the speed has been established for the students, ask that they 
transcribe the same c C'py without the use of any of the special parts of the 
machine so that they Jll?Y be made to realize the difference the parts make 
in t ypewriting. 
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Outcomes of the Unit 
. Twentieth Century Type'f7l'iter for the TlIentieth century Typist 
I. Knowledge and understanding of: 
A. The llachine as a .:hole--tbe Advantages in Learning the Uses of the 
Parts 
1. control of the following parts through touch' 
a. carriage--movable part of the machine. 
b. cylinder--roller that the paper rolls around as it 
goes into the typewriter. 
c. cylinder knobs (right and left)--knobs at the end of the 
cylinder used to twirl the papar into the machine. 
d. paper table--the table that the paper rests on when it is 
in the typewriter. .. 
e. peper release lever--releases the paper as it is removed 
from the typewriter. 
f. paper guide--metal piece on the paper table used to guide 
the paper in the IIIIlchine stn;.ight. 
g. peper bailor fingers--holds the paper firmly against the 
cylinder. 
h. line-space regul.e.tor--part used for setting single-, double-, 
or triple-spacing bet~en the lines of writing. 
i. margin stops (left and right) --stops used for setting left 
and right margins in your typ€n"itten copy. 
j. carriage release levers (left and right)--depress the 
carriege release lever to m~ve the carriage anywhere within 
the line of writing. 
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2. proper way to insert paper and remOVe it quickly: 
a. grasp a sheet of paper "i th the left hand. thumb dcmn 
at the lower edge of the paper 
b. place the paper in front of the pape r table and against 
the pape r guide 
c. turn the cylinder knob quickly one ful l turn, using the 
right hand 
d. straighten or adjust the paper in the machine by operating 
the paper release lever 
e. turn the cylinder knob one mere full turn 
f. use the paper release lever to remove . the paper quietly 
g. replace the paper on the left side of the typewriter 
3. seven techniques for basing speed and control in type!'l'iting: 
a. stroking 
b. relaxation 
c. quiet cont rol 
d. finger weight 
e. carriage re turn 
f. shifting 
g. letter and ward recognitiOll 
B. Correct Position at the I,lachine to Increase Ability to Type 
1. collection of guides for correct position at the machi ne. 
a. fingers relaxed. Curving over the home keya 
b. hands slanting upward from the wris '"s 
2. 
c. wrist s slightly low, close to the front of the 
typevlri ter, but not touching i t 
d. forearms slanting slightly u~ard from the elbows 
e. upper arms slanting fonlard 
l' • body leaning slightly forward from the hips 
g. feet comfortably placed on the floor 
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general characteristics that aid in correct typewriting: 
a. physical condition: 
(1) good vision 
(2) propt:r diet 
(3) proper amount of s l eep 
b. mental attitude: 
(1) power of concentration 
(2) desire to type correctly 
c. cooperative spirit at all times 
(l) follow instructions 
(2) ask questions 
3. Lnglish improvement drill i n the comma: 
a. non-re stricti ve Muses 
b. participial phrase separated from main clause 
c. parenthetical elements 
d. words in apPOl5ition 
e. words in series 
f. contrasted phrasee 
g. declarative sent ence , ending in a ques~,ion 
C. Uastery of Techniques of Typer.rit~ng for an Of: ice Posi tion 
1. guides for tecl".nique in t ;:''})6r.ri ting 
a. stroking 
b. carriage throw: 
(1) use a quick wrist motion 
(2) throw the carriage with even power 
(3) return the fingers to the home keys quickly 
c. control of shift keys: 
(1) use of small finger for shift key 
(2) other fineers left over ho~ keys 
d. space bar control: 
e. 
(1) space ber controlled "i~~ the right thumb 
(2) strike the bar but do not linger on it 
attitudes to be developed: 
(1) self-confidence 
(2) self-appraisal 
(3) 
. 1 
new work receptive mood for 
(4) the habit of making care~~ analyses 
(5) accurac"y and neatDelia 
(6) setting a goal each day 
2. related techniques that must be developed, 
a. ability to take dictation and transcribe rapidly 
b. knowledge of a correct bUSiness letter 
c. personal qualities that ene.bles one to get alon! 
'lith p&eple 
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3. making c.1-}aracter s not on the standard keyboard: 
a. the exclamation point 
b. degree symbol 
c. chemistry symbols 
d. plus sign 
e. division sign 
f. equal sign 
g. multiplication sign 
h. caret 
i. minus sign 
D. Advantages in Setting a Goal Each Day in Typewriting 
1. speed buildi~g copy to aid in speed increase 
2. rules for syllabication of words for typewritten copy: 
a. divide a word only when it is necessary to do 50. 
b. a word of four letters must not be divided. 
c. when a word containing three or more syllables is 
to be diVided at one-letter syllable, the one-letter 
syllabIc should be typed on ~~e first line. 
d. a one-letter syllable at the beginning of a word must 
not be separated from the rest of the word. 
e. ~hen a final consonant is doubled before a suffix, the 
additional consonant should be placed with the suffix. 
f. a syllable t.1-}e.t does not contain a vowel must not be 
separated from the remainder of the word • 
• 
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g. words endi:lg in such terminat ions as able, ible, a nd 
ical should usuelly be divided between the stem of the 
word and the ter~nation. 
h. when a root word ends with a double letter, separate the 
suffix from the root word. 
i. when a word is to be divided at a poi:lt where two vowels 
that are pronounced separately come together, these vow~ls 
should be d ivided into separate syllables. 
3. calculations for f iguring placement of copy: 
a. length of lines determined by taki."lg half the length of 
the line, subtract it from the center of the n~chine for 
the left margin; add it to the center of the machine, plus 
five, for the right margin. 
b. n= ber of spaces per inch horizontally: 
(1) pica type-·ten spaces to ODe inch, using 43 as the center 
(2) elite t~--twelve spaces to ODe inch, using 50 as center 
c. number of lines verticall;n 
(1) pica type--sixlines to one incb 
(2) elite type--six lines to one inch 
II. Attitudes toward: (critical) 
A. Typing 17i th copy on the left side of the machine: 
1. easier to s ' e copy 
2. carriage return lever on the left side 
B. Movement of the arm as you make the reach 
II. Attitudes toward: (favorable) 
A. Control of machine parts by touch 
B. Correct stroking 
III. Habit of: 
A. Adjusting parts of the machine that needs attention 
B. Recognizine differencas appearing in machine parts 
C. Controlling the shift key properly 
IV. Appreciation for: 
A. Neater completed typewritten copy: 
1. copy typed with more speed 
2. accurately typed copy 
B. Care of the typewriter 
1. brushing daily 
2. cleaning each week 
3. oiling frequently 
, C. Typewriti ng as a usable skill 
1. personal use 
2. use vocationally 
Leads to Qt.her Units 
In order to prepare for the o:fice position or the ordinary personal use 
of typewriti~g , one must have the knowledge of the different Etyles of personal 
letters ana the Various styles and set-ups of the business letters. The nen 
unit will be dealing .. ith the kinds of bus i ness letters that the off ice ' Iorker 
or the personal typist will confront. Tbe ability to turn out these copies acc~-
atelya:od ra;:.idly is ver-.f ill:portant. 
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Teacher Evaluation 
E. V.G. G. F. P. NOll[. 
To what extent: 
1, Does it involve a variety of direct 
sensory experiences? 
I I 
/ I i I I , 
, 
I , 
2. Does it provide for some free, in-
formal association of the pupils? 
I I 
./ f , I , I I I I 
J. Does it provide an opportunity for 
manipulation or bodily activity? 
I I i I 
V- I I 
I J 
4. Do the pdTts of the unit make a 
coherent whole? 
, i I I v' I ; ! I I , I I I 
5. Does it provide for consider~ble amount 
of pupil activity? 
I ! I I i I I I I 
./ I 
, I 
; I i I 
6. Does it contain an anticipated outcome 
~t is satisfactory? 
I I ! I i I 1 , 
/ I ! , I , 1 I I I i I 
7. Does it provide sufficient • concrete } a.!ld 
I i 
, 
i i / I I I I 1 illustrative materials? 
, I : i 1 / i , I I I I I I I i 1 I I I 
! 
8. Does the unit of work have a useful 
purpose in t.lle present or future 11£8 
of the pupil? 
I I ! I 
V- I I 
i 
9. Does it reproduce actuel life situations, 
as accurately as possible? 
I 
I 
/ I I 
I 
10. Does it utilize materi a l s as they occur 
in lif e end in textbooks you are studying? 
(' I I I ! 11. Does it contain accurate infor;~ation? 
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E. V.G. G. F. P. NONE 
12. Does it provide an oPportunity for 
the pupil to originate, plan and 
direct the actiVity, as far as 
possible? 
13. Does it provide opportunity to judge , 
choo~ and evaluate? 
14. Is it wi thin the available time for 
the unit? 
15. Is the exposition clear enough to make 
it POSsible for enother teacher to 
put the unit into practice if she so 
desires? 
v I I I I , I I I I 
- I 
I I I I I r ! ,/ i I I I I 
r I I ! I , , I .,/ I I I i I , I 1 I , I I , I I I I , 
, 
i I I 
I / /1 I 
I I 
16. Is it clearly stated where materials 
lilly be obtained? 
17. Are the references comFl ete and exact? 
Final Cbeck-up Test 
Unit One 
Twentieth Century Typewriter for the Twentieth Century Typist 
I. Identify the parts of the machine listed below in the following manner: 
Name the hand or finger, if either, that is used in controlling the machine 
part; and then give the use of the part. 
Name of part hand or finger used use of part 
control machine part 
1. carriage release lever , 
2. space bar 
3 . shift ke 18 
4. pape~ release lever 
5. variable line-st:.acer 
II. Name the four parts of t.l)e tabulator mechanism and give the use of each: 
l'------_t 
2. ________________ _ 
.. 
~'----------------------4. ____________________ ___ 
III. State briefly the rule you would use to determine how to figure the length 
of a line in typewriting. 
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IV. Type the sentences below using the proper punctuation within the sentences, 
giving your reason for the p~~ctustion mark: 
1. Would you like to have something that would seve you time labor and money? 
reason for punctustion: ________________________________________________ _ 
2. If you will meet i,lr. Black our chief in a month he will have the check to 
pay you for your labor. 
reason for punctuation: ______________________________________________ __ 
3. I meant to see you again that evening to let you tell me more about it but 
I forgot the name of the place you were staying. 
reason for punctuation: __________________________________________ __ 
4. Of course you must know that the examiner will not let us pey more so you 
need not send in any bills above that limit. 
reason for punctuation: ______________________________________________ _ 
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Attitude tnt 
Answer these questions by checking one of the words opposite the question, 
which more completely answers the statement in your mind: 
yes no sometimes 
1. Do I honestly do my most efficient work in 
typewri ting7 
2. My pleasure in typeuiting is based on the 
fact that I am allowed to work at my best 
speed • 
.3. Each day I improve in type 'n'riting ability be-
cause I consciously set a higher goal. 
4. Typewriting will assist me later in my career 
because I will. be able to use it to an ad-
V&ntage. 
, 
5. Care of the machine is of considerable .im-
} 
portance. 
C¥ !Ale of the l118in helps to me in typewriting is 
the cooperation I am able to attain from the 
operation of a good typewriter. 
Habit tes~ 
Underscore the left column opposite each statement the ward indicating whether 
you think this might be a good or a bad habit, 
Good Bad 1. When 1- type, I must look up from the copy at the end of the line. 
Good Bad 2. I type nicely when I ce.n watch the keyboardj but when I can."lot 
look back to the keyboard, I am apt to IIIBke errer8. 
Good Bad 
.3. When I type, I keep · bot.'l feet on the nOQt'. 
Good Bad 4. I Cover the machine when I finish 
tyPing fl£ch t11fte . 
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Apvreciation ~ 
If the statement be 1 0'0'1' lI'ould be an aid to personality development, ma r k it 
trU9. If the statement would be a dra1l'be.ck to personality development, 
IIIBke it false. 
1. Do not skip over difficult situations without mastering them. true false 
2. Never let things "rattle" or "fluster" you. true false 
3. Always try to speak in a nOX"lOlal tone of voice. true false 
4. Plan all activities so that you do not seem to be hurried. true false 
5. Distinguish between important and unimportant duties. true false 
6. Eliminate nervous habits such as biting your finEer nails, 
playing with your hair, end pulling at your clothes. true false 
7. Lac~ of interest in others. true false 
8. Ask your friends to criticize your characteristics. true false 
Key for ~he final check-up test 
Twentieth Century Typewriter for the Twentieth Century Typist 
I. Identify parts of the machine: 
1. carriage release lever 
2. space be.r 
3. shift keys 
4. }:Bper release lever 
5. variable line-spacer 
band 
right or left 
right thumb 
right or left 
right 
left 
use 
release carriage 
space between words 
shift for capitals 
release paper 
wri te between lines 
II, 
III. 
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Four parts of the tabulator mechanism and the use of each: 
1. Tabulator clear key clears all keys that are set 
2. Tabulator stop key set the tabulator keys 
J. Tabulator rack rack that holds the keys 
4. Tabulator bar bar for moving over to stops 
Rule for figuring length of lines: 
Take half the length of the line, subtract it from the center of t he 
IIIlci:l1.ne for the left margin; add it to the center of t.'le machine, plus 
five, for tr ~ right margin of the machine. 
IV. Type the sentences using proper punctuation: 
1. Would you like to have something that would save you time, labor, 
and money? 
reason for punctuation: words in series. 
2. If you will meet ~rr. Black, our chief, in a month, he will have t.~e 
check to pay you for your ].abor. 
reason for punctuation:f apposition introductory clause 
J. I meant to see you again that evening to let you tell me more about it, 
but I forgot the name of the place you were staybg. 
reason for punctuation: compound sentence. 
4. Of course, you must Imow that the examiner will not let us pay more J 
so you need not send in any bills above the. t limit. 
reason for punctuation: parenthetic£! expression co~pound sentence 
There will be no check sheet for the Attitude , Habit, and Appreciation 
tests, because each student will answer the questions differently. 
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Bibliography for the Teacher 
for the unit 
Twentieth Century Typewriter for the Twentieth Century Typist 
Hodel, TI ilverde, and Phelen, Grace, High Speed (Chicago, The H. LI. ROlle Co., 
1940). 
Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, South-Western 
Publishing Co., 1942). 
_____ , ~ Century Typewriting, 2nd Edition (Chicago, South-Western 
Publishing Co., 1933). 
Loso, Foster VI., Hamilton, Charles W., and Agnew, Peter L., $ecreterial 
Office Practice (Chicago, South-Y;estern Publishing Co., 1937). 
Sorelle, F.upert p., Smith, Harold H., Foster, William R., and Blanchard, 
Clyde I., Gregg Typing (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1937). 
f.ilson, Lillian Grissom, Progressive Dictation (Chicego, The Gregg Publish-
• 
iDg Co., 1930). 
Bibliography for the Student 
Hodel, :i ilverda, and Phelan, Grace, High Speed (Chicago, The H. M. Rowe Co., 
1940). 
Lessenberry, D • . • , 20th Cent=y Typewritin!<, 4th Ec.ition (Chicago, South-
Western Publishing 1,;0., 1942). 
________ , 20th Century TYlJE!writing, 2nd Edition (Chicago, South-
Western Publishing Co., 1933). 
Sorelle, Rupert P., Smith, Herold H., joster, William ~., and Blanchard, 
Clyde I., Gregr Tvpine (Cbiceeo, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1937). 
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Business Letters for the ],iodern Typist 
To develop the skill of producing ty}ewritten p pers that will be accepted 
in a busines s office is the JDB.in object in this unit. Neatness and accuracy c ome 
first, but all practical typing must be done r&piOly and without waste of JDB.terial. 
If you wish to be able to ml et competition, you must learn to type JDB.ilable 
letters quickly and aly;ays at your first attempt. Every letter, whether it is !.-6n 
written or typed, carries to the person who receives it aomething of the person-
ality of the writer. Most letters, especially business letters, attempt to 
influence the reader to do something the write!" wishes done. The letter 
becomes a kind of salesman; representin; the wri t er. Just as the salesman1s 
appearance contributes to the failure or success of his mission, the arre.nf6-
ment of the business letter r.rfects the decision of the reader. 
Grade placement--Twelfth crade 
~ allotment--Eight weeks 
Central theme--To build aecretarial ability, through knowledge of business 
letters. 
Objectives 
I. Knowledge and understanding of: 
A. Forms of business letters mast commonly found in offices 
B. Efficient addres~ing of envelopes 
C. Necessity of typing business letters y;ith speed and accuracy 
II. Attitude toward: (critical) 
A. Leeving the final check of the letter to the erlployer 
B. The length of time f er typing a busine ss letter 
Attitude toward: (favorable) 
A. Getting the letter typed correctly the first time 
B. Building confidence in your ability to type good copy 
III. Habit ofa 
A. Typing bUsiness letters UDder pressure 
B. Judging the length of line and style of letter to be used 
C. Keeping files of the words and terns that are used in your firm 
IV. Appreciation for; 
A. Constructive criticism from your employer 
B. Typing copy that will be a credit to your tirm 
Approach 
Student approaches, 
1. What is the difference between personal and business letters? 
2. Ylhat are t he differences in the styles of letters? 
3. I want to know the parts ot the business letter. Where can I 
find the information? 
4. Do any business men prJfer that you use no punctuation in letters? 
5. Is there mare than one kind of !""mctuation for beair,,, ,, .; letters? 
Teacher approache~ 
1. Select a business letter to decide which of the letter styles 
was used. 
2. ilould YO'l want the person who typed the letter you roun~ as a 
secretary in your office? 
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Study Guide I 
Forms of Business Letters Most Commonly Found in Offices 
I. Select five different styles of busines s letters with the different 
forms cf punctuation. 
II. \That are the parts of a !:usiness letter? 
III. f.'hich style of business le t.ter do you prefer? Thy? 
IV. If you were a secretary, what 'lfould YO ll do with a letter when you 
finished typing it? 
V. 'fihat are the 1imi ted numbers of carbon copies ttct are to be made? 
References for students: 
CIariBsa H:U1.s, Salute-tions, unpublished, Johnstown High School, Johnstown, 
FennsylVanie., 1941. 
i7ilverda Hodel and Grace Phelan, !Ui!! Speed (Chicago, The H. 1.1. Rowe Co., 
1940), pp. 43-50. 
D. D. Lessenberry, ~ Cent ury TypewrltinF!, 4th E.dition (Chicago, South-
~e8tern Publishihg Co., 1942), pp. 109-122. 
D. D. Lessenberry, ~ Century Typewriting,2nd Editiou (Chicago, South-
Western Publishing (,;0., 1933), pp. 56-68. 
Reference s for teachers: 
D. D. Lessenberry, Manual for 20th Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishing ~o., 1942), pp. 44-47. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Cr niurv 'l'ypel\"I'itine , 4th Edition (Chicago, South-
V;estern Publishing Co., 1933), pp . 109-122. 
Clarissa Hills, Salutetions , unpublished, Johnstown High School, Johnstown 
Pennsylvania, 1941. 
Subject Uatter I 
Forms of Business !etters mOst Commonly Found in Offices 
I. Five commonly used styles of letters: 
1. block style 
2. first modification of block style 
3. second modification of block style 
4. single-spaced indented style 
5. double-spaced indented style 
a. forms of punctuation: 
(I) open punctuation 
(2) closed punctuation 
(J) mixed Punctl.:ation 
II. Parts of the business letter, 
1. date 
2. inside addres8 
3. salutation 
4. body 
5. complimentary close 
6. company na.e 
7. signature 
8. reference initials 
9. enclosu~ 
TIl. Block style of lette.!" is better for longer copies. This style elso saV68 
time in typing, because there ~ fewer indentions. 
IV. When the letter ·is completed, the secretary takes it in to the emploJ>el' .i""er 
his signature. 
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V. In an offi ce si t= tion, there are usually two carb:.:! copies made of 
each let ' er; but at leest one file c ~py must be typed. 
Activity I 
Business Letters Most Commonly Found in Offices 
I. Wake a plate of each of the five styles of business letter. This 
skele ton plate is to be included in the "Stenographer I s Che ck Sheet." 
1 1 . Bring a copy of a business letter that you obtain from home, showing 
the proper set u[ for the style used. Find 1\ copy of another letter 
tht.t is improperly set up. V;hich of the two typists would you prefer 
in your office? 
Corre lation I 
Business Letters Most Commonly Found in Offices 
English: The parts of the business letter have been reviewed in the 
t;ypewriting course as they wer e learned in the course in English. 
Office Practice and Procedure: After l"tters are typed, the procedure 
of signing, addressing, and sealing to get them into the mail is 
of first importance. 
Penmanship: The necessity of good signatures on business letters i8 
invaluable to the secretary abd the employer. 
ShorthE.nd: The ability to trenscribe letters easily end accurately is 
of prirre importance to an off ice worker. 
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Work Sheet I 
Forms of Business Lett.ers Most Commonly Found in Offices 
I. Type a copy of the letter, using the follOlling styles and punctuation: 
1. open punctuation with straight block style 
2. closed punctuation with first modification of block style 
;. mixed punct uation with second modification of block style 
4. closed punctuatj~n with single-spaced indented style 
5. open punctuation with double-spaced indented style 
(letter copy) 
UT. J. B. Zell iott, Box 458, Dexte r , Missouri, Dear Sir Our records show 
that you still olle us $; .62. Tie shall be glad to have you check your 
records to see if the enclosed statement is correct. (p) This request 
is made at this time ill order that the records for last month's bus i-
. } 
ness may be closed as soon 8S possible. Yours very truly, HJ..RDY & 
Hl.1.iILTON, Earl G. Hays, Manager, Enclosure. 
II. List the parts of the buz;iness letter. 
Key to '{,'ork Sheet I 
Forms of Business Letters ~lost Co=only Found in Offices 
I. letter no. I--block style with open punctu£tion: 
,~. J. B. Zelliott 
Box 458 
Dexter, Missouri 
Dear Sir 
Jul.y 31, 1944 
Our records show that you still olle us $3.62. ';'Ie shall 
be glad to have you check your records to see if the 
enclosed statement is correct. 
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This request is made at that time in order that the 
records for last month's ' business may be closed aa aoon as 
possible. 
Yours very truly 
HARDY & HAMILTON 
Earl G. Hays 
Manager 
JH 
Enclosure 
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I. letter no. 2--closed Punctuation with first modification of block 
July 31, 1944 
flir. J. B. Zelliott, 
Box 458, 
Dexter, 11iss:;uri, 
Dear Sin 
C>-ur records S!lOW t :,at you still owe us $3.62. \'Ie 
shall be glad to have you check your records to see 
if the enclosed statement is cor r ect. 
This request is made at this tiffi€ in order that the 
records f or the last month's bUSiness may be closed 
as soon a5 possit1e. 
jh 
Enclosure 
Yours very truly, 
HARDl" & HAi.:ILTON 
larl G. Hays 
Manager 
(; 2 
I. letter no. 3--mixed punctuati on ',d th seCODe modifi cat io.: of block 
l.lr. J. B. Zelliot 
Box 45B 
Dexter, 11iss ouri 
Dear Si r: 
July 31, 1944 
Our records show that you still owe us $3 . 62. 
We shall be glad to have you check your records to 
sec if the enclosed statement is correct. 
Thi s request is made at t his time in order that 
the records for last year's business may be closed 
as soon as possible. 
jh 
Enclosure 
Yours very truly, 
HJJ'..DY &. HA:.~ETCN 
Earl G. Hays 
Manager 
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I. letter no. 4--closed punctvation with single-spaced indented s t yle 
Mr. J. B. Zelliott, 
Box 458, 
July 31, 1944 
Dexter, Missouri. 
Dear Sir, 
Our records show that you s t i ll owe us $3.62. 
We shall be glad to have you check your records to 
see if the enclosed statement is correct. 
This request is made at t his time i n order th~t 
the r ecords for last month's business may be closed 
as soon as possible. 
jb 
Enclosure 
Yours very truly, 
HARDY & HA!ULTOIl 
Earl G. Hays 
Jolenager 
I. letter no. 5--open pl,.;.!lctuetion I'l ith double-spaced indented Rtyle 
J uly 31, 1944 
Mr. J. B. Zelliott 
Box 458 
Dexter, Missouri 
Dear Sir ' 
Our recoros show that you still owe us $3. 62. 
ne shall be gu.d to have you check your records to 
see if the enclosed statement is correct. 
This request is ID8.de at t hi s time in order that 
the records f or last month's business may be closed 
as soon as poss ible. 
jh 
Enclosla'e 
Yours very truly 
HARDY ::::. Ha:,:ILT8!~ 
Earl G. Hays 
1.;e.IlE.ger 
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II. Parts of the business letter: 
1. date 
2. inside address 
J. salutation 
4. body 
5. Complimentary close 
6. company Il81IB 
7. signature 
8. reference initials 
9. enclosures 
Study Guide II 
Efficient Addressing of Envelopes 
, 
I. What are t he directicur for spacing in addressing of envelopes? 
a. business envelopes 
b. legal-sized envelopes 
II. List the sizes of business and legal envelopes. 
lil. What is the best procedure in addressing enveloped 
IV. Shorl the proper way to fold letters for business and legal envelopes. 
Student rere"renoes: 
D. D. Lessenberry , lQih Centur, Tvpewritin .. , 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 127-128. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewritin07 , 2nd Edition (Chlc~. 
South-i'estern Publishing Co., 1933J, pp. 85-~. 
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Teacher references: 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century TypeT1I'i.ting, 4th edition '(Chicago, 
South-Yoestern Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 127-128. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 2nd edition (Chicago, 
South-Fe stern Publishing Co., 1933), ,F. 186-18/ . 
D. D. Lessenberry, ~ Century Typewriting , 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-t'estern Publishing Co., 1942 (Teachers Me.nual), pp. 75-76. 
Subject Matter II 
Efficient Addressing of Envelopes 
I. Differences in spacing for the address on busines f, and legal envelopes: 
a. business envelopes--tvlo inches from the top and two and one- !1alf 
inches frow the left ecge. 
b. legal envelopes--tl'lo aOO one-half inches from the top and four 
inches frore the left edge of the envelope. 
II. Sizes of the business and legal envelor~: 
a. business envelope--3 5/8 x 6 1/2 inches 
b. legal envelope-_4 1/8 x 9 1/2 inches 
III. Best procedure for a ddreSSing envelopes: Stack ~~e envelopes o~ the 
left side of the machine, open ~~e flaps en all envelope s , insert in 
the IlIE-chine and type t he address, remove t~e envelope and steck on 
t " " " ... "c "t' .... , ne r1.g'.l iJ Sl e 0 4 11e 1llE.c: .u. ne. 
Ttf. Proper way to iole! l e tters : 
e. business size--f<>ld the lower end of the letter U!"'a::-rJ to 
~ithin e. half inch of the top edge of the paper; fold 
from rieht to left , me.kin,: the fold about one-third t::'e 
, 
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width of the lette ~ ; fold fro~ left to ~ight, making the 
fold slightly less than a third of the ,vidth of the sheet 
and leaving a half-inch margin in order thet letter may be 
opened easily. 
b. legal envelope--fold the lower end of the letter upward about 
one-third the length of the peper; fold the top edge of the 
paper down to within one-quarter of al'l inch of the lower fold. 
Activity II 
Efficient AddreSSing of Envelopes 
I. Practice addressing envelopes b~' actuall y t yping the ad'lresses on 
the envelopes. Bring six busi ness size envelopes to class to use 
for the copy. You are to address envelopes to people that you '; ::l-
tend to write a letter to; so bring the addresses of th0 individuals. 
II. Each student is to write a personal letter to a member of his family 
. 
or SODlE> acquaintance in Jilie armed forces. After the letter has been 
typed, the envelope aadressed, ami the stamp placed on the envelope, 
L~C letter is checked at the des~ to see whether the right form has 
been used throughout the copy. This letter is to be Signed by the 
writer, folded properly, sealed by the writer, and mai1e : by the 
member of the class who was chosen as the sponsor for the class 
activity. 
Correlation II 
Efficient AddreSSing of Envelopes 
English: Co~position of material at the t~~ewriter improves sentence 
structure. 
Spelling: Stress is placed at all times on the ne'cess':!.'ty or correct 
epelling in the business world. 
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Office Practice a..''ld Procedure: The correct addresSing of envelopes is 
importent L~ the office work; because unless the letters are addressed 
properly, they will never reach the person to whom they are written. 
Work Sheet II 
Efficient Addressing of Envelopes 
I. If you used the following styles for letters and punctuation, show 
the proper addressing you would use for a legal-sized envelope: 
1. single-spaced indented style with open punctuation 
2. double-spaced indented style with closed punct~ation 
3. straight block style Toith mixed punctuat i on 
4. first modification of block 11ith closed Punctuation 
5. second modification of block with open Punctuation 
This is the inside address to be used: 
R. G. Walters 
481 Viola Place 
TUcson, Arizona 
Key to Work Sheet II 
Efficient Addressing or Envelopes 
I~ Illustration of the fi,e types of addresses for legal-size envelopes: 
no. 1 
!.tiss Mary E. Townsend 
897 Eest River Street 
Louisville, Kent~cky 
no, .2 
II<iss Mary E. Townsend 
897,Eest River Street 
Lo~isvj I 1e, Kentucky 
R. G, Welters 
481 Viole Plece 
T~'CSCl] , ElLO~A 
R. G. "elters, 
481 Viole. Street 
Tucson, !{.isSDtL-i 
no. 3 
Miss Mary E. Townsend 
897 East River Str, et 
Louisville, Kentucky 
no. 4 
idiss ~iary E. Townsend 
897 East River Street 
Low sVille, Kentucky 
R. Q. Walters 
481 Viola Place 
TUGSOH, ARIZONA 
R. G. Ylalters, 
481 Viola Place, 
TL'CS ON, ARLONA. 
no. 5 
ldary E. Townsend 
East River Street 
~ou18ville, Kentucky 
R. G. Walters 
481 Viola Place 
TUCSOil , AiU £.O~lA 
Study Guide III 
Necessity of Typing Business Lett ers with Speed and Accuracy 
I. Lirt. the directions for setting ~p the five styles of letters, telling 
·where each line of the various part.s of the letter ~ill begin. 
Discuss the differences in the three forms of punctuation. 
References for teachers: 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-Weste~n Publishing Co", 1942), pp. 95-96.. 
D. D. Lessenberry, ~ Century Typewriting, 2nd Edition (Chicago, 
South-~estern Publishing Co., 1933), pp. 56-59. 
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Re f erences for Stude nts: 
D. D. Lessenbe~y , 20th Centur y Tvnewri ting , 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-~estern Publishi ng ~o., 1942), pp. 95-96. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 2nd Edition (Chicago, 
South-~estern Publishing Co., 1933), pp . 56-59. 
Subject ~tter III 
Necessity of Typing Business Letters with Speed end Accuracy 
I. Directions for Jetting up the five styles of l e tters: 
1. straight block--nll parts of the lette r blocked with the left 
margi n except the date. 
2. fir st modificati on of blocl::--all parts of the letter blocked 
with the left llIl.rgin except the date and the closing lines. 
3. second modification of block--all parts of the letter blocked 
~ith the l eft margin except the date, the paragraphs, and the 
closing lines. The paragraphs are indented five speoes and the 
clOSing lines are typed in block form five spaces to the left 
of the center of the machine. 
4. single-spaced indented style--each line of t he inside address, 
paragraphs, and the closing lines are set up with five space 
indentions. 
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5. double-spaced i ndented style--set up exactly like the single-spaced 
indented styl e except t he lines are double-spaced instead of Single. 
'. 
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II. The differences in the t.'lree forms of punctuation in business letters: 
1. open PWlctuation--there is no end punctuation except in the 
body of the letter. 
2. mixed Pl.Ulctuation--end punctuation after the salutation, the 
body of the letter, and the complimentary close. 
J. closed Punctuation-end Punctuation after the inside address, 
salutation, body, and co.pl1JDentary close. 
Activity nl 
Necessity of Typing Business Letters w:!.t.~ Speed and Accuracy 
I. A group of eight letters are to be dictated to the class with these 
instructions, 
1. transcribe the letters, make the necessary number of 
carbons, and address the envelopes for each of the 
letters 
2. bring the oompleted aterial to the desk when you 
are ready fcr t.he letters to be Signed 
3. after the letters are signed, fold them and prepare 
them for -!liDI 
Correlation III 
Necessity of Typing Business letters with Speed and AccuracT 
Office Practice: Through the routine practice in the activity, the typist 
receives a knowledge of the procedure that goes on in an office. 
Shorthand: Taking the dictation in the letters, reviews the students 
shorthand and his ability to transcribe accurate copies. 
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Culminating Acti vity 
Eusiness Letter s for the Modern Typist 
The class room is set up to represent a large office. One student is 
selected as the employer, one as his priva te secretary, one as the recep-
tionist, and three as stenographers. The name of the company is "The 
standard Paint COiDpe.Dy. II Vl ork: is carried on just as it would he in a 
regular off ice of this type. From the time each phase is mastered, the 
positions of the students will be changed so that each will have some 
rrfctice in all types of jobs in the office situation. 
Outcomes of the Unit 
Business Letters for the Modern Typist 
I. Knowledge and understanding of: 
A. Forms of business letters most commonly found in off ices: 
1. single-spaced indented style 
2. double-spaced indented style 
J. straight block: style 
4. first modification block: style 
5. second modification block style 
B. Efficient addressing of envelopes 
1. spacing in the addressing of envelopes: 
a. buSiness size: two inches from the top and two 
and one-half inches from the left edge 
b. legal size: two and one-half inches from the top 
and f our inche s from the left edge of the envel~ 
2. size of the busines s and lege.l envelopes: 
a. business size--3 5/8 x 6 1/2 inches 
b~ legal size--4 1/8 x 9 1/2 inches 
3. proper way to fold letters: 
a. business size envelope--fold the lower end of the 
letter upward to within a half inch of the top edge 
of the paper; fold from right to left, lII8king the 
fold about one-third the width of the letter; fold 
from left to right , making the fold slightly less 
than one-third the width of the sheet and leaving 
a half-inch lII8rgin in order that the letter may be 
opened easily. 
b. legal envelope--fold the lower end of the letter 
upward about cine-third the length of the paper; fold 
• 
the top edge of t.he paper dOlfD to within one-quarter } 
of an incli of the lower fold. 
C. Neoessity of typing buainess letters with spec~ -01 accuracy 
1. knowledge of the IQ,nds of end punctuation in letters 
a. open 'punctuation--there is no end punctuation except 
in the body of the letter. 
b. mixed pl.iIlctuation--end punctuation after the Sal ute.tion, 
the body of ti'E letter, and the csmplimentery close. 
c. closed punctuation--end punctuation after the inside 
address, salutation, body, and complimentary close. 
2. parts of the business letter 
a. date 
b. inside addre ~ s 
c. salutation 
d. body 
e. complimentary close 
f. signature 
g. reference initials 
h. enclosure 
II. Attitude t()ward: 
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A. The continual increase in the amount of work being turned out 
1. less time consumed in typing copy 
2. fewer errors in the completed copy 
B. The general run of o1'f1ce work 
III. Habi t of: 
A. Looking at the employer's point of view 
1. saving suppli~ s 
2. acceptence of constructive criticism 
3. building dependable characteristics 
B. Using correct habits 
1. correct position 
2. proper stroking 
3. working with ease and control 
IV. Appreciation for: 
A. A completed copy that is nothing less than typographically perfect 
B. Your ability as a secretary to aid you Vocationally 
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Leads to Other Units 
Business Letters for the Modern Typist 
Tabulated material i s used to an enormous extent in office work; so 
tor that r eason, the unit that is to follow the discussion of the business 
letter is to be composed of the correct typing of tabulated I18terial. 
Teacher Evaluation 
of the unit on 
BUSiness Letters for the Modern Typist 
E . V.G. G. F. P. NOl~ 
To what extents 
1. Does i t involve a var i e ty of direct 
sensory experi ences? 
2. Does it provide for some free, in-
formal association of ~he' pupils? 
1 3. Does it provide an opportunity for 
manipulation or bodily acti vity? 
4. Do the parts of the unit JlBke a 
coherent whole? 
5. Does it provide for considerable 
emount of pupil activity? 
6. Does it contai n 1m antici pated 
outcome that is satisfact ory? 
7. Does it provide s ufficient con-
crete end ill ustrst i ve materials? 
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E. V.G. G. 7. P. NOIE 
8. Does the unit of work have a useful 
purpose in the present or future / 
life of the student? 
-
-
9. Does it reproduce actual life situa-
tions as far as possible? 
/ 1 I I 
! 10. Does it utilize materials as t hey oc- I / I cur in life and in textbooks you are I 
I 
studying? I 
n. Does it contain accurate information? 
12. Does it provide an opport1.Dlity for 
the pupil to originate, plan, and 
direct the activity, as far as pos-
sible? 
13. Does it provide oPport1.Dlity to 
judge , enoose, and evaluate? 
14. Is it within the available time 
for the u:llt? 
15. Is the exposition clear enough to 
_Ire it possible for another teacher 
to put into the practices if she so 
desires? 
16. I s it clearly stated where mate!'ials 
may be obtained? 
17. Are the reference 5 complete and exact? 
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Final Chec y.- up Test 
unit II 
Business Letters for the Modern Ty}:ist 
I. Type in the blank below ~~e names of each of the five styles of letters, 
giving the difference in each style: 
1
0 
___________________________________________________ ___ 
----------,----------------------------------------------, 20 ______________________________________________________ __ 
--------------------------------------------------------. 30 ______________________________________________________ __ 
--------------------------------------------------------. 
4. __________________ -----------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------. 5. ____________________________________________________ _ 
--------------------------------------------------------. 
II. Complete the statementl below b~' typing in the figure or ""ord that 
will answer the sts.tcmentl 
1. The scalI size envelope used in busines s is called the, __________ o 
2. This small size envelope is x __________ inches. 
30 The large size envelope is blown as the ________________________ o 
4. This large envelope is size _________ x ___________ ,inches. 
5. Vertical spacinr, for addressing envelopes i s as follows1 
a. s r.:all si2e _________ ,spaces from the top 
b. large ~ize __________ spaces from the top 
III. 
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6. Horizontal specing on an envelope: 
a. small size spaces from the left margin 
b. large size spaces from the le f t margin 
The different kinds of pW1ctuation in letters ere listed below. 
the di f ferences in the three throl:gh giving en example of each: 
1. open PWlctuation: 
e. l.:r. John E. Jones 
134 East Fourth Street 
Eowline Green, Ohio 
Leer Sir 
-----_. 
Yours sincerely 
jh 
2. closed pW1ctuation: 
b. I. ~rs. R. 'I . Sine 
Jet:lEs F. Bradley 
7£9 East Riverside 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Dear i.'edam 
------------------. 
-----------------. 
Yours sincerely 
R. 1,: . riionroe 
jh 
Show 
3. mixed punctuat ion: 
a. Dr. John H. Hummell 
489 Wester n Par kway 
Cincinnati, Ohi o 
Dear Dr. H~ll 
----------------------------------_. 
--------------_. 
Yours very truly 
J. K. Brown 
jb 
Attitude ~ 
Hl 
Answer these questi ons by checking ~ or false opposite the que stions: 
I. My attitude while I am typing business letters has nothing 
to do with the ability I ~ve to type an accur~te copy. 
II. If I am typing a lett~r and am not sure whether I have the 
notes correctly , the best thing to do i s check with the 
dictator. 
Ill. r.hile I am working in this position, the fact that I am 
doing just toe things that I am r equi red to do, bas . nothing 
to do with my advancement. 
IV. I enjoy typing accurate, neat copies, and t hi s one reason 
helps me to progress in my position. 
V. j.'y personal appe~rE.nce and disFosi ti on mear:s a great deal to 
me i n an office positi on, but my technical skill must be of 
high quality . 
true fal ~,,: 
true fal f.€ 
true falsE 
true faloe 
true fa lse 
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r!abit ~ 
In the stater.'lents below, indicate r.hether you think these habits would 
aici or hinder you as an employee: 
_____ 1. Never remembering how to spell names that you have 
to work with ev~ry day. 
________ 2. Inability to follow directions, 
_________ ~J. Inte rest in the firm for which you are working. 
________ 4. Doing only the minimum acount of work. 
______ 5. Creating an air of pleasantness and industriousness 
wherever you work. 
ippreCiation test 
State your opinion about the following statements by underscoring the word 
~, QQ, or sometimes at the end of the sentence: 
1. A knowledge of human relationShips is essential for success in 
b'.lsiness. 
? Character consists of certain inherent ~raits that make us 
act and think as we do. 
J. Groo:uing and personal appearance has a definite influence 
on ones buSiness success. 
yes no somatir..' 
yes no s orne t : , 
yes no someti -
4. You Vlill succeed in business if you lack dependability. yes no sOr.Jet .i.:-
5. P. belief in yourself is necessary to a forceful personality. yes no somet: ;: 
'. 
Key for the Final Check-up Test 
Unit II 
Business Letters for the Modern Typist 
I. Names of the types of business letters: 
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1. single-spaced indented style--indent each line of the inside 
address, each line of the complimentary close, and the paragraphs. 
2. double-spaced indented style--indent each line of the inside 
address, each line of the complimentary close, and the paregraphs. 
3. straight ·block style--each line typed flush with the margin. 
4. first modificetion of block--ell lines typed flush with the margin, 
except the closing lines. ?hey are typed with the block form be-
ginning at five spaces to the left of the center of the machine. 
5. second modification of block--all lines typed flush with the· 
margin, except the paragraphs (five space indention) and the clos-
ing lines typed block, five spaces to the left of the center of 
the machine. t 
II. Complete the statements beloi'! by typing in the figure or word that 
answers the stGtement: 
1. business envelope 
2. 3 5/8 x 6 1/2 inches 
3. legal envelope 
4. 4 1/8 x 9 1/2 inches 
5. vertical spacing: 
a. 12 lines 
b. 15 lines 
6. horizontal spacing: 
a. 25 spaces 
b. 40 spa('.(:>s 
III. Illustration of the different forms of punctuetion: 
1. open punctuet ion: 
I.Ir . John H. ·Jones 
134 East Fourth Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Dear Sir 
-----_. 
------_. 
Yours sincerely 
James F. Bredley 
jh 
2. closed punctuation: 
l.lrs. R. T. Sine, 
?S9 East Riverside, 
. 
LouiSville , Kentucky. 
Deer Madem: 
--------------------. 
-------------------------. 
Yours sincerely, 
jh 
3. mixed punctuation: 
Dr. JOM Ii. HU-ll 
489 Western Parkway 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Dear Dr. Hummell: 
------------------. 
------_. 
Yours very truly, 
J. K. Brown 
jb 
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The Attitude, Habit, and Appreciation test will have no key for tpe 
test, because each of the students may have a different opinion to the 
questions. 
J _ 
.Bibli4graphy for the Teacher 
Hills, Clarissa , Salutet~, Johnst01l'll High School, Supervisor, un-
published, Johnsto~n, Pennsylvania, 1941). 
Hodel, Viilverda, and Phelan, Grace, High Speed (Chicago, The H. M. Rowe 
Co., 1940), 
Lessenberry, D. D., ~ Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishipg Co., 1942) 
---_____ , 20th CentUl"T Typewriting, 2nd Edition (Chicago, 
South-I','estern Publishing Co., 193.3). 
-----___ , .EQih Century Typewri ting, 4th Edition, Manual, 
(Chicago, South-Western Publishing Co., 1942). 
Loso, Foster, 'II ., Hamilton, Charles'll., and Agnew, Peter L., Secretarial 
Office Practice (Chicago, South-r estern Publishing Co., 1937). 
Sore1le, hupert p., Smith, Harold H., Foster, ~i1liam R., and Blanchard, 
Clyde I., Gregg Typing (Chicago, The Gregg Publishing Co., 1937). 
Bibliography for Students 
Business Letters for the Modern Typists 
Hills, Clarissa, Salutations, Johnstown High School, Supervisor un-
published, Johnstown, Pennsylvania, 1941). 
Hodel, Yiilverda, and Phelan, Grace, w..m Speed (Chicago, The H. M. Rowe 
Co., 1940). 
Lessenberry, D. D., ~ Century Typewri ting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-Y;estern .Publish~g Co., 1942). 
---_____ , 20th Century Typewriting, 2nd Edition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishing Co., 1933). 
SoreUe, Rupert p., Smith, Harold H., Foster, \':il i.iam R., and Blanchard, 
Clyde I., Gregg Typing lChi~gO, the Gregg Publishing Co., 1937). 
Tabulation in Everyday Work 
The purpose Qf· this unit is to enable the student to become familiar 
with the working parts of tlle tabulation mechanism and to obtain usable 
knowledge of the plan for figuring out tabulation problems. 
Grade placement: Twelf'th grade 
~ allotment: Eight week. 
Central theme: Functional tabulation 
Objectives 
I. Knowledge end understanding of: 
~. Pencil plan for figuring the tabulation problem 
B. Actual tJ~ing of tabulation problems 
II. Attitude toward: (critical) 
A. Using too much time to figure plan--use judgment plan 
B. Value of using the tabulator mechanism 
Attitude toward: (favorable) 
A. Value of speed in figuring the pe lcil plan 
B. The difference between centering and tabulation 
III. Habit of: 
A. Increasing speed in tabulation through use of tabulator mechanisms 
B. Checking plan before the copy is typed 
IV. Appreciation for: 
A. Artistic appearance of the conpleted tabulation problem 
B. The aLility to use the technical skill to enable you to acquire 
a position 
Approach 
Approaches to the unit in tabulation as suggested by the students: 
1. How can you always be sure that you have the right top end bottom 
margins in tabulated exercises? 
2. Is it possible to figure tabulated l!eterial in letters? 
3. Is it necessary to use the tabulator mechanisms when you are 
typing tabulated material? 
4. How can you f igure the left end right margins in tabulated .problems? 
Approaches to the unit by the teacher: 
1. Ellen's father is a lawyer; s ~ she will bring to class for 
inspection, one of the legal documents that he uses. In most 
legal documen~ material, there will be some form of tabulation. 
2. The Commercial Club has just collected the dues for the year, 
the list of names is to be alphabetized and set up in t170 
columns. 
Study Guide I 
Pencil P1~ for Figuring the ~abulation Problem 
I. Study all the plans for figuring tabulation that you can locate. 
II. Figure the numter of spaces you have on a sheet of typewriting paperl 
1. elite type 
2. pica type 
III. \,hat is the difference in figuring tabulation and centering material? 
IV. How many lines do you have on a sheet of typewriting paper? 
References for students: 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-Viestern Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 168-175. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 2nd E.dition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishing Co., 1933), pp. 174-176. 
References for teachers: 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Cent::ry ';'voewriting, 4th Edition (ChicagC), 
South-¥;estern Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 168-175. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th C«;nturv Typewriting. 2nd 1: di tion (Chica t::o, 
South-Western Publishing Co., 1933), pp . 174-176. 
Subject i.e tter I 
Pencil Plan for Figuring the Tabulation Problem 
I. Plans for figuring tabulated copy: 
1. di~gram plan: 
a. draw a bracket for each col~~ 
b. count the number of spaces in the r.idest item 
in the first column 
c. find the total number of spaces in the longest item 
in the second column 
d. find the sum of the spaces in all col =s 
e. decide how many spaces you ~ant to leave between 
the columns 
f. add all the i telns you have listed in the diagram 
to find the totel number of spaces in the lines of 
your te.bulation 
g. subtrac~ the total number of spaces in the l i nes from 
85--the spaces left are to be your left and right margins 
h. the remaining humber of spaces divided by two, for the 
number of spaces for each margin 
i. set the margin stop at that point 
j. add the left margin stop plus the longest line in the 
first column, plus the number of spaces to be Ie rt bet.ween 
columns, and this is the point for the first tebuletor stop 
for the seco~d colurr~ 
II. 
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2. mathematical pl.ecement plan: 
a. count t he number of spaces t hat will be used in t ypi ng U,e 
longe s t line in each colurrn 
b. add the spaces for all t he columns and subtract this f rom 
the 85 for pica (r.itb 42 as the centering point) or 100 
for elite (with 50 as the centering point) 
c. divide t he result by one J:lore than the number of columns 
in the tabulated report,.,--this represents the number of 
spaces to be left in ee ~h ~rgin and between the columns 
d. set a left margin stop for the point--for obtaining t he 
stops for the other columns, add to t his nuwber the nl~ber 
of spaces in the longest line of t he first column and the 
nu.'Dber of spaces to be left between the first and secone 
columns--set the first tabulator stop at that point 
e. figure the rest of the columns in the same manner until 
you have set a sr op for each column. 
The number of sIX.ces you have on a sheet of tj~~iting peper: 
a . elite type--twelve spaces to an inch with 8 1/2 inches 
to the sheet of paper .making a tote.l of 100 spaces. 
b. pice type--ten spaces to an inch wi th 8 1/2 inches to 
a sheet of paper making a total of 85 spaces. 
III. Differences in figuring tabulation e.nd centering 
a. center according to each line 
b. tabulate according to t he longest line in each col\:'lnn 
IV. The number of lines on a sheet of t ypewriting peper i~ determined 
i n thi s manne !' -- 11 inches to a sheet of pape r \'.'1 th siX spaces to 
an inch on the type\',Titer. Therefore, there are 66 lines to £. sheet 
of typewriti nl3 paper. 
Activity I 
Pencil Plan for Figuring the Tabulation Problem 
I. This is the pencil plan that is to be used in working out all types 
of tabulated problems. If the problem were BoS follows: 
main heading -- your name 
subheading -- current date 
t~o columns to be single-spaced wit h four words i n each 
column, the longest word i n the first column he.s 10 spaces, . 
the longest word in the second column has 8 spaces 
Vertical plan 
. 
number of lines to a whole sheet of typev.Titing paper 66 
mrln heading 
spaces between min heading 
and subheading 
subheadi ng 
spaces between s ubheading 
and copy 
wores in copy 
1 
2 
1 
1 
spaces t o be left in bott om and top merg:.n . 
57 ~ivid6d by 2 equals 
start typing on the 29th line 
9 
57 
28 
Horizontal plan 
(figuring for elite type) 
number of spaces on sheet 
longest word in first column 
longest word in second column 
10 
~ 
number spaces left for columns between 
82 divided by 3 equal 27 WJth one left over 
first column starts at 2S 
28 plus 10 plus 27 equals 65 (se c..ond column) 
65 plus 8 plus 27 eqauls 100 (check) 
92 
100 
18 
82 
II. Take the following list of words end type the copy after you have 
figured the pl.an: __ 
main heading -- your name 
subheading -- current date 
accom:r.odation 
conurlttee 
noticeable 
beginning 
effi ciency 
possibility 
Correlation I 
Pencil Plen for Figuring the Tabuletion Proble. 
benefit 
manufacture 
secretary 
Mathematics: Each plen is to be figured mathematically. Even though the 
plan is simple calculation, , it is necessary for correct placenent. 
Office Practice: Lea n ing the office forms to be tabulated, builds up 
one phase of office Vlor-It. 
Penmenship: In f i guring the problems, one ~st have a legible hand f ~ r 
figures. 
Work Sheet I 
Pencil Flan for Figuring the Tabulation Problem 
I. Use the Names of the States of the United States as they are listed 
below, with their appropriate abbreviations for each of the states, 
to set up a plan for the follO'fling: 
subheading: States of the United States with their Abbreviations 
main heading: your name 
four columns to be typed single spaced with columns arranged in 
this manner--the first column co be a stete, the second en ab-
breviation for that state, the third col= a state, the f ourth 
an abbreviation 
longest 'IIord in the first column--14 spaces 
longest word in second column--7 spaces 
longest word in third column 14 spaces 
. 
longest word in fourth column 5 spaces 
t re are to be 8 words in each column 
(copy) 
Alabama, .Ala. Ari zona, Ariz. Delaware, I,el. Florida, Fla. California, 
Calif. Kansas, Kans. Io"a, Iowa llarylend, Md. !.lontana, Mont. New 
Jersey, N. J. New Mexico, N. Mex. Texas, Texas Utah, Utah Teniiessee, 
Tenn. Vermont, Vt. Rhode Island, R. I. Oregon, Oreg. 
Key for Vlork Sheet I 
Pencil Plan for Figuring the Tabulation Problem 
I. Set up for the following plan: 
I 
~ 
f 
I 
! I~ 
/ CJ (J 
I ';; 
~ 
I .,..._ 
oJ "1'" r. 
- - - ----"--;,0-
JA~S SMITH 
AlB.be.ma 
Delaware 
California 
Iowa 
Uontana 
States of the United States with their Abt-reviati ons 
Her. Mexico 
Utah 
Rhode Island 
Ala. 
Del. 
Calif. 
I9wa 
Mont. 
N. VJex . 
Utah 
R. I. 
Arizona 
Florida 
Kansas 
llaryland 
New Jersey 
Texas 
Tennessee 
Ore goo 
<"') , / • 
I -<- · / ~A. 
' T 
I 2-
~ ,., I~ -
.. h v :h--.e _ -
"1 
,-:z-
- /: ,r 
0 - '7 V 3~ "..-," I 
1+ 
12-
-- -
Ariz. 
Fla. 
Ke.;:s. 
1.!d. 
Iv. J. 
Texas 
Tenn. 
Oreg. 
Study Guide II 
Actual Typing of Tabulation Problems 
I. Make a copy of the ... ay to figure the pencil plan and the parts 
of the machine used in tabulation. 
I I . Learn how to set up the machine for tabulation problems. 
III. Consider the tebulation plan for column headings in a problem. 
Student references: 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewritini,2nd Edition (Chicago, South-
~estern Publishing Co., 1933), pp. 168-169. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 60th Century Typewrit ing, 4tc. Edition (Chicago, South-
Western Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 169-175. 
Teacher references: 
D. D. Lessenberry, Mant1e.l, 20th ,Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
S th-Western Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 81-90. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 60th Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, South-
"iiestern Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 169-175. 
D. D. Lessenberry, ~ Century Typel'.Titing, 2nd Edition (Chicego, South-
hestern Publishing Co., 1933), pp. 168-169. 
Subject ~tter II 
Actuel Typing of Tabulation Problems 
I. Copy of the way to figure tabulation plans: 
Vertical p!&.n 
number of lines to a sheet of paper 
tote.l number of lines and spaces to 
be used in the problem to be subtracted 
from 66; divided by two for t he numcer 
66 
Horizontal plan 
number of spaces to a sheet of paper 100 for elite 85 for pica 
the longest line in e~ch of the columns 
to be totaled and subtrected from the 
spaces to a sheet of paper--this figure 
is to be dividec by one more than the number 
of columns to get the spaces between each of 
the columns--add the spaces in the outside 
column to the spaces in ~~e first column plus 
the spaces between the first and second col~~ 
and at thst point the second column will start 
= 
I-a. Machine parts usee. in tab8ations 
a. tabulator clear key 
b. tabulator sett key 
1 
c. tabulator rack 
d. :"":'1...u.ator bar 
II. Correct way to set up machine for tabulation problemsl 
a. set the left me.rgin stop f or the first figure in the plan 
b. the first tabulator stop is set for the second column 
c. as many other tabulator stops are set as there are columns 
III. Plan for column headings in tabulations 
a. determi ne the column set up 
b. ta~e t he longest line in the column, subtract the column 
heading from the figure, divide by half, and add that IlWIIber 
to the point set for the column if the column heading 'ia 
shorter then t~ longest word in the column; subtract 
the number from the point set for the column if the column 
heading is longer than the longest word in the column 
Activity n 
.Actual Typing of Tab\W!. tioD Problems 
I. The material is tb be tabulated after the pencil plan has been 
worked out: 
Emporia 
l.tlami 
Bridgeport 
main heading--your name 
subheading--current date 
column headings: 
firs t column heading 
second column heading 
third column beading 
columns: 
Chicago Office 
Houston Offi ce 
Nashville Office 
first column 
second column 
third column 
longest word 
longest word 
longest word 
10 spaces 
14 spaces 
12 spaCeS 
~ material is to be typed single space with 4 words in each 
column. 
(copy for columns) 
Cleveland 
Dayton 
TeXEs 
KnOXVille 
LOuisville 
Rhode Island 
II. Type the plan for tabulation to be filed with the copies that are to 
be filed for the "Stenographer I s Check Sheet," to assist sten -graphel's 
ih working out tabulation probl.ecs. 
Work Sheet II 
Actual Typing of Tabulation Problems 
I. List the four parts of the machine that are used in tabulating. 
b. ____________________________ __ 
c. _________ _ 
d., ____________________ ___ 
II. ~ork out the pencil plan for the tabulation problem and then type 
the problem according to the calculations you have set up: 
main heading--your name 
subheading--advanced typewriting 
four columns to be dot,ble-:;lpaced with five words in each column 
longes word in first cfluon 21 speces 
longest word in second cclumn 18 spaces 
longest word in third colWllll 17 spaces 
longest word in fourth column 12 spaces 
The colWlllls ere as follows: 
Australian Chinchilla Australien Opossum Eel tic Leopard V:hite Rabbit 
Ermiline Weasel French Chinchilla Hare 
Lapin Rabbit Kolinsky V:easel 
ErminE' ";easel Carecul Lanb 
French Seal French Habbit French !flole Rabbit 
Key to roork Sheet r; 
hctual Typing of Tabulation Problems 
I. Tabulator mechanislDB: 
-
a. tabulE-tor set key 
b. tabulator clear key 
c. tabulator reck 
d. tabulator bar 
II. Pencil plan for problem in tabulation: 
tc. 
/ 
;L. 
/ -
I 
I 
I 
9 /6 
..:)0 
;21-/ c ~ Ii ~2::.st 
1 j- 06- -=. 1.3 v I ~ ,-'7 3 ; _ j 
/J' - f =- f : ' -z _' 
3 j - 'I -r -::. ;J J v 
17 - 10 -=- 7." 2 
~"~ 
1 CO Q 
;2 1 
., 
/ :1 
17 
/ '7-- (", f ·. 
~:t 
3;2.. :-' ~ 1 
-2 oD 
f'/ / .:vJ U 
:1.1 g 
3 ?f-:;' .;l /#--:~ e~, 
/ 9 
6 
s r " ..3 ,/-< &-e. 
17 
t 
-- --
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JA1$S SMITH 
Advanced Typewriting 
Trade Name Real ~ Trade ~ ~~ 
Australian Chinchilla Australian Opossum Baltic Leopard White Rabbit 
Ermiline 
"easel French Chinchilla Hare 
Lapin Rabbit Kolinsky Weasel 
Ermil1..rle lIeas¥ Ceracul Lamb 
French Seal French Rabbit French Mole Rabbit , 
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Culminating Activity 
Tabulation in Everyday Work 
Set up the t ypi ng hall as a large office. Each group at a special 
desk will be typing one certain copy. These forms will be tabulated; " 
and each group will be responsible for the correctness of the plan and 
the typewritten copy. \',ben each group becomes familiar with the work at 
his desk, he will be allowed to move to another desk to work there. 
OutCOJES of the Unit 
Tabulation in Everyday Work 
I. KnO\'lledge and understanding of: 
A. Pencil plan for figuring tabulated copies: 
1. diagram plan 
a. draw a bracket for each column 
b. count the number of spaces in thE" widest item 
in the f i rst column 
c. find the total number of spaces in the longest 
item in the second cclumn 
d. find the sum of the spaces in all colua~ 
e. decide hoVi many spaces you want to leave between 
the columns 
{' 
• • add t he items you have listed in the diafI"a;';l to 
find the total number of spaces in the lines of 
your tabulation 
g. subtract the total nUlllrer of spaces in the lines 
fron B~-the spaces left are to be your left a~d 
r i ght margins . 
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h. t he reme:'ning number of spaces divided by tV/o , 
for the number of speces for each oar gin 
i. set t he margin stop at that point 
j. add t he left mergi.."l stop, plus the longe st line 
in the f irst column, plus t.he number of spf.ces to be 
left between columns, and this will be the first 
tabulat.or stop for the second column 
2. mathematical placement plan 
a. count the number of spa~ , s that will be used in 
typing the longest line L'1 each column 
b. add the spaces fo r all the columns and subtract 
. this sum from 85 for pica or 100 for elite 
c. divide the reault by one more than t!:ie number .(1: colwn.'ls 
in the tabulated repor~-t.'1is will be the number of 
spaces to Qe left in each margin and between the 
~ 
colUlllllBt 
I 
d. set a left marg;-n stop for that point--for obtaining 
the stops for the other columns, add to this number 
~;here you set the left margin, the number of spaces 
in the longest line in the first column and tr..e 
number of spaces to be left between the first and 
second columns--set the first tab~1etor stop at 
that point 
e. figure the rest of the columns in the same manner un-
til you have set a sto~ for each columft 
3. number of speces horizontally on a sheet of type \,lriting paper: 
a. elite type--tllelve spaces to an inch with 8 1/2 inches 
to the sheet of paper 
b. pica type--ten spaces to an inch with 8 1/2 inches 
to the sheet of paper 
4. differences in figuring tabulation and centering: 
a. center material according to each word 
b. tabulete material according to the longest line in 
each col= 
5. number of lines on a sheet of typev:riting paper: paper is 
11 inches with 6 spaces to en inch, making a total of 66 
lines to the whole s~eet 
B. Actual typi ng of tabulation problems: 
1. parts of the machine used for tabulating material: '. 
a. tabulator clear key--clear all stops set previously 
b. tabulator set key -- set stops as you desire 
c. tebulator stop reck -- holds the entire stops 
d. tabulator bar -- depres ~ for setting sto~s 
2. plan for col~ heacings in tabulation 
a. determine the colur.L~ set up 
b. t e.ke the longest line in the colu:::n, subtract the colur.-:n 
heedi ng from thet figure, di~ide by half, and add that 
nurnber to the point set :'or the colu!IL~ if the column 
heacine is shorter t han the longest .. o~d in the column; 
subtract t he number from ~~e poi~t set for the col~n if 
~~e headi:lg is ~ong€r then the longest Y!ord in t~e col-..xnn. 
II. Attitude toward: (cri t i cal) 
A. The necessity of working out a ccurate plan f or the cOFY 
1. use of judgement plan 
2. leave different number of spaces between all columns 
B. The time-saving element in using the tabulator mechanism is not great 
Attitude to, .. ard: (favore.ble) 
A. Importance of the e.bility to figure the ple.n re.pidly 
1. assurance that one has t!let he is doing the thing correct ly 
2. being e.ble to hel p someone else work out the problem 
ill. Habit otl 
A. l.le.king use of all special parts of the machi ne 
B. Proving all your calculations in the pencil copy 
. IV. AppreCiation for: 
A. Concrete use of the technical skill 
1. tabulate business fOrIll$ 
2. te.bulate within 'letter copies 
, 
I 
B. Artistic appeare.noJ of tbe cO!Dpleted tabulated copy 
Leads to 0ther Units 
Tabulation in Everyday i.ork 
During the course of t he year I s work, we he.ve completed enough 
material for our "Stenographer1s Check Sheet." We are going into the 
unit of Manuscript Typing for Prectical Use in order to thoroughly 
understa!ld hOll to type this booklet. The unit is included to aCQ,Wl.int 
the students wi~~ the typi ng of manuscript copy, as they will heve to 
type this ki nd of material in the off ice or personal typ~p,~ 
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Teacher Lvaluati on 
of t he Unit 
Tabulation in Everyday r:ork 
E. V. G. G. F. P. NONE 
To what extent: 
1. Does it involve a variety of irect d / .' 
sensory experi ences? 
2. Does it provide for some free, info!"mal 
./ 
association of the pupils? 
3. Does it provide an opportunity for mani-
pulation or bodily activity? 
4. Do the parts of the unit make a / ' 
coherent whole? 
? Does it provide for considerable 
amount of pupil activity? 
6. Does it contain an anticipated 
outcome that is satisfactory? 
r/ ; 
i 
7. Does it p!"ovicie sufficient concrete 
and illustrative materials? 
8. Does the unit of ~ork have a useful 
purpose i n the Fresent or future life / 
of the pupil? 
9. Does it reproduce actual life situe- , 
,/ 
tions, as far as possible? J 
E. V. G. G. F. P. :;O!lE 
10. Does it utilize materi als as they 
occur in life and in textbooks you 
t.re studying? 
11. Doe sit contain E.ccurate information? 
12. Does it provide an opportunity for 
the pupil to orir inate, plan, and 
direct the acti vity, as far as 
possible? 
13. Does it provide opportunity to judge, 
choose, and eve.luate? 
14. Is it wit.hin the e.ve.ilab1e time for 
the unit? 
15. Is the exposition clear eno~gh to 
make it possible for another teacher 
l 
to put it into practice if she so 
desires? 
./ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
, 
16. i Is it clearly stated where materials may,' / ,i 
be obtained? 
/ 
17. 1 / 1, Are the references complete and exact? ____________ ~ ______________ ~ 
Final Check-up Test 
Unit III 
Tabulation in Everyday i:ork 
I. Set your tabulation plan (pencil copy) and the actue.l typing of 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
the problem, using the following material for the copy: 
main heading--your name 
(oopy) 
date--subheading 
column hell.ding--fi rst, Year second, Property Investment 
third, Gross Revenues fourth, Number of Customers 
eight words in eech column, four columns, with single-spaced copy 
longest line in first column, 4 spaces 
longest line in second column, 15 speces 
longest line in third column, 14 spaces 
longest line in fourth column, 10 spaces 
~1,7J4,OOO,000 $" 251,600,000 3,081,000 
1,050,000,000 276,900,000 3,459,000 
2,175,678,000 526,336,000 5,004,000 
2,381 ,478,000 124 ,375,000 9,820,000 
3,060,392,000 821,567,000 11,700,000 
12,900,736,000 1,082,120,000 4..,000,000 
12,332,114,000 1,009,661,000 24,000,000 
1,975,999,000 332,114,000 24,708,000 
12,900,000,000 1,039,502,200 23,153,253 
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Atti tude k.§.! 
Underscore the word at the left that you think ~ill more nearly answer 
the statements 
Yes No <. '-'ometimes I. I never intend to use my type\7ritingj so should 
I learn tabulation? 
Yes No Sometimes II. If the judgment plan usually works, I will get 
by in my work using it. 
Yes No Sometimes III. It is a waste of time to stop t o set up ~~e 
tabulator mechani sm when you are ready to tabu-
late a copy. 
Yes No Sometimes IV. I have found that tabulation is interest ing and 
makes a pretty typed copy. 
Yes No Sometimes V. The machine cooperates with me as I tabule,",e 
material. 
Habit test 
r.rite the word good of bad to indicate which of the two you think 
these statements could develops 
I. "hen.!. t;ype tabulated material, I type completely 
through one column before I start the other columns. 
II. As I uee the tabulator mechanism, I never look up 
from the copy. 
III. Figures in tabulated copy should be typed with the 
same smoothness as letter reaches are t ~~ed. 
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Appreciation te st 
Underscore eit her yes or no to show your opinion about the statement 
as it is given below: 
I. The fact that I have added one more knowledge to my technical 
skill in type~Titing i s of value to me as a prospective secre-
tary or typist. yes no 
II. Learning to work with a skill that will be of profit to me when 
I start working is a great incentive. yes no 
III. Correlating the other courses with the typewriting is beneficial 
to me as I plan to become a secretary. yes no 
IV. \,;hen I start to work each day on the tabulation problems, I try 
to get the right idea about t he purpose of the days work. '.i'\ is 
aids me in accomplishinr. the task. yes no 
V. The cooperati ve spiri t that I f i nd in the class room is of 
ve.lue to me. 
Key to Finel Check-up Test 
l'aouiating in Everyday V;ork 
I. The pencil plan for the problem: 
I 
.2 
/ 
I 
I 
I 
1/ 
,/2 
t/;2.-:'2 = :z./~~~/ 
yes no 
~ 17<7-"- ' -' :z .z ,.~/. ./~ 
Year 
-
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
/00 
JAMES S!.!I TH 
July 1 5, 1944 
Property Investment 
$ 1,743,000,000 
1,050,000,000 
2,175,678,000 
2,381,478 ,000 
3,060,392,000 
12,090,736,000 
12,332,114,000 
1,975,999 ,OOOl 
12,900,000,000 
Gross Revenue 
$ 251,600,000 
276,900,000 
526 ,336,000 
124,)75,000 
821,567,000 
1,072,120,000 
1,009,661,000 
333,114,000 
1,039,520,200 
/:z.y /~ e..( 
..j. 
// 
.:L 7" :2 . .. f e.G 
/ .:>-
1/ 
.5~ v ~~. u. 
1'1 
1/ 
7Y" fd.ee 
/0 
1:2., 
lou ~ 
Number Ef. Cheoters 
3,081,000 
),4:;9 ,000 
5,004,000 
9,820,0:)0 
ll,700,000 
4,008 ,000 
24,000,000 
24,708,000 
2),15),253 
1ll 
There will be no check sheet for the Attitude, Appreciation, and Habit tests, 
. 
because each student r.ill answer the questi ~ns according to his own 
judgement. 
Bibliography for the Teacher 
Tabulation in Everyday Work 
Hodel, Y;ilverda and Phelan, Grace, H.igh Speed (Chicago, The H. M. Rowe 
Co., 1940). 
Lessenberry, D. D., ~ Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-\iestern Publishing Co., 1942). 
-----___ , 20th Century Typewriting, 2nd Ldition (Chicago, 
South-~estern Publishing Co., 1933). 
---------, 2Dth Century Typewriting, L!e.nual, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-'festern Publishing Co., 1942). 
Bibliography for the Student 
Hodel, ,';ilverda and Fhelan, Ore.ce, High Speed (Chicago, The H. I.!. Rowe 
Co., 1940). 
Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, South-Western 
Publishing Co., 1942), 
-----, 20th Century Tvpelrriting. 2nd Edition (Chicago, South-"estern 
Publishing Co., 1933). 
Manuscript Typing for Practi cal Use 
r;ebst.er defines manu script as "A written or typewritt en document of 
any kind as distinguished from print~d copy ." Th ~ s is so brof. d that it 
includes everything in longhand or t;ypewri tten c0I-Y. 
The term is much narrower in derini tion as it applies to college or 
high school work tocey. It generally means longhand and typewritten 
compositions regardless of length. 
In this unit, one should conside ,' the various parts that have been 
compiled to make up the "Sten~grapher's Check Sheet" as the copy for 
the r..enuscript. 
Grade Placement: Twelfth Grade 
Time I..llotment: Eight Weeks 
Central Theme: Building a copy to aid the stenographer in office wor!-
I. 
Objectives 
Knowledge and understand~ 
A. Baeic rules for typing 
of: 
manuscript C,)py 
B. Preparation lor actual typing for the bootlet 
II. Attitude toward: (critical) 
po. Consumption of too much time 
• E. Ioie.y never use the copy 
J..ttitude toward: (favora.ble) 
A. The value of working f or later '-l se of material 
, 
B. Cooperation among the entirE; group for best completed IIlateriaI 
III. Habit of: 
A. Yiorki:1g toward some definite goel 
E. Creeting a systematic method of typine meterlal 
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r~. ~PFreciatio~ for: 
I.. A comr leted job that you are proud of 
B. The artistic value of type~Titing 
C. The knowledge that you can work efficiently at your typewriting 
Approach 
Student approac~: 
I. 'I'lhat are we going to do with the arranged material that we have filed in 
the folders? 
II. !fow will we get all the material separated so the. t we can IJIL!.ke it i n 
the form of a booklet? 
III. Y~net are the rules for typing manuscript copy? 
Teacher approach: 
I. Study enou.gh rules on the general set up for the manuscript copy 
so that we can discuss fully. the entire plan before we start typing 
the copy: 
1. Is the copy s i ngle speced; 
2. Do you use footnotes? How? When? 
3. Is it n~cessary to have a bibliography? 
4. What space line is preferrec? 
II. Figure out the placement of the material in the booklet. ~bat do you 
w~t to use first, second, etc~ 
Study Guide I 
Basic Rules for Typi ng r.ienuscript Copy 
I. Check a s many lists 01' rules for the typing of !:le.nuscript copy as you can 
find. Take notes on the rules end formulate your or-n lis t to base your 
ple,n for the copy. 
II. Learn the proper ways to write footnotes. De cide whi ch forn: you we.nt 
to use. 
References for students: 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typev;rltinq, 4th Edition (Chice.go, South-
r.estern Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 162-163. 
D. D. Lessenberry, Wh Century Type17ritin f' , 2nd Edition (Chice.go , South-
~e8tern Publishing Co., 1933), pp. 113-119. 
Retererences for teachers: 
D. D. Lessenberry, t'ianua1, 20th Century '. \=pewri tin;!, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-',';estern Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 78-79. 
D. D. Lessenberry, ~ Century TyPe~Tit inE, 4th Edition (Chicago, South-
o;estern P:. t lishing Co., 1942), pp. 162-163. 
-D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewritin!::, 2nd Edition (Chicago, £outh-
~Iestern Publishing Co., 19.3.3), }Jp. 118-119. 
SUbjecti~tter I 
Basic Rules for Typing r,lf.Uluscript Copy 
T 
-. Co:npile a list of ~!.'les for typing manuscript cOp.f: 
1. use double spacing 
2. make a duplicate cop7 
3. margins for the manuscript for the types of bindings 
a. bo~~d e.t side--1ee.ve two-inches at the left and one-inch 
at the right 
b. bound at the top--1eave a three-inch top margin on the fi rst 
pe.ge and e. t~o-in~~ top margin on each succeeding Fs ge 
leuve at l~ast a one-inch margin at the left, the right, 
end the botton of t he page 
c. not to be bound--leave a one-inch margin at t he left, the 
r i ght, and the bottom of each pace, a two-inch top margin on 
the first page, and a one-inch top margin on each succeeding 
J:·age 
4. the title, s·r heading, ehould be centered and typed in capital 
letters approximately two inches from the top of the firs~. page. 
5. ·leave three sin!;le spaces beti'ieen the title a:Jd the fir ~ t line 
of the copy. 
6. use the underscore e.s a sign for t!-Je printer to se t the vlord, or 
r.ords, in italic t'fPe • 
7. qunted titles of books, periodicals, and the manuscript copy usually 
italicized. 
8. the paces of Eo manuscript 'should be numbered in arabic numerals, 
9. in referring to footnotes, ll se sl:perior figures in the text 
pIece the figure after the Punct~tion mark but do not space be-
tween the Punctuation mark and the figure. 
10. place quotation marks and other marks of p~~ctuation as follows: 
:1. a period or co:;: a at the end of a quotation should 
precede the quotation mark 
b. a semicolon or a colon should folIo .. the quotation mark 
c. a que3tion ~r €xcla~ation w~r~ is placed i n relation t o 
the follo,;i:1.;; : 
(1) if the question applies to the quotation--come s first 
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(2) if the question a,plie s t o t he sentence--corr~ s 
af ter t he q~otetion mark 
II. Study the proper ways to write footnotes: 
1. number footnotes consecutively throughout an arti cle or a 
chapter in a book. 
2. the footnotes must appear at the foot of the same page as 
that on which t he references appear 
/ 
a. separate footnotes f rom the text by a line extending 
approximately two inche~ from the left margin 
b. indent the footnote five spaces or it may be typed 
even with the margin ... hen elevated figures are used 
c. single-space f ootnotes, ~t double-space between them 
d. reference made to a publishe~ book, the footnote _. 
is typed as follows I 
(1) 
(2) 
(3 ) 
{4' 
(5) 
(6) 
the au~~orls name , followed by a comma 
title 1 
scored 
the plaM 
the name 
the date 
book, followed by a com:na and under-
of p~blication, followed by a comma 
of ·the publisher, followed by a comrr~ 
of publication, followed by a Comma 
the exact page of book, followed by a period 
. e. reference made to a publis~ed article, the footnote i • 
typed as fol10ll's-1 
(1) the author's name , f ol l owed by a comma 
(2 ) the title of the article, placed witbiA 
quotation marks and followed by a ~. 
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(3) the name of t he period i ca~ in which the article is 
published, underscor ed and followed by a comma 
(4) the volume number, typed in capitalized Roman 
numerals end alwaJ's followed by a comma; end t he 
reference typed in Arabic numerals 
f. t~o fo otnotes following each other containing reference 
to the same work without any intervening footnote , use 
ibid., the abbreviati on for ibidem (meaning, in the san~ 
place), and the exact page number for the second footnote 
Activity I 
Basic Rules for Typing Manuscript Copy 
-After the lists of rules have been set up, each is to bring his list 
to class. The final list co:,.posed of the desired rules 'Will be posted on 
the bulletin board so that each person may refer to it Tohen there is a 
question about any pert of the manuscript typing. 
Correlation I 
Basic Rules for Typing Manuscript Copy 
English: I n making t he rules and compiling the material for manuscript 
copy, emphasis is placed on the cor~ctness of the English. 
Off ice Practice: The material that is being arraneed for the booklet i8 
dealing with the workings in an off ice situation. 
Filine: Throughout the year, the material has been filed for t h6 in-
forma t i on that is to be wri tten in t he bookle t. This mater:! al has 
been filed ~phabetically. 
Work Sheet I 
Manuscript Typing--Basic Rules 
Fill in the proper word in the blanks below: 
I. The number of spaced left at the top and bottom in manuscript copy 
when it is to be bound at the side is __________ • 
II. Always use, __ _ 
__ copy in manuscript typing 
III. Footnotes and , bibliographies are typed usin""g _____ spacing. 
IV. Erasing is taste in manuscript typing. (good or bad) 
-----
v. f.ls.nuscript typing is usus1 1,y taken from ___ copy. 
Key to Work Sheet I 
Manuscript Typing--Basic Rules 
I. two inches .0 
I ~ . double-spaced 
III. si:lgle 
, 
'tV. bad l , 
v. rO\1gh draft 
Study Guide U 
Preparation for Actual Typing for the Booklet 
I. List the material that is to be put in the booklet in the order you 
1re .. 'lt the items to a ppear. 
II. Outline the material for placement ~fter you heve it in order. 
Student reference s : 
D. D. Lessenberry, 2.Q:!;h Century Typewriti ng, 4th Edition (Chicago, South-
Western Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 162-163. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 2nd Edition (Chicago, South-
fiestern Publishing Co., 1933), pp. 126-127. 
Teacher references: 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, South-
nestern Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 162-163. 
D. D. Lessenberry, I~ual, gOth Century Typewriting, 4th Edition (Chicago, 
South-Western Publishing Co., 1942), pp. 78-79. 
D. D. Lessenberry, 20th Century Typewriting, 2nd ldition (Chicago, South-
Western Publishing Co., 1933), pp. 126-127. 
Subject Matter II 
• Preparation for Actual Typing for the Booklet 
I. List of' the material as it is to appear in the booklet: 
1. correct posture at the machine 
a. fingers relaxed, curving over the home bye 
b. hands slanting upward from the wrists 
c. wrists held low, close to the front of the typewriter, 
but not to~ching it 
d. forearms slanting slightly upward ~om the elbows 
e. upper arms slanting forward 
f. ~ody leaning slightly forward from the hips 
g. feet comfortably pleced on the floor 
2. parts of the machine 
a. ce.rri age IIIOvab1e part of t he machine 
b. cylinder -- roller around which the paper is rolled 
c. cylinder knobs -- twirl paper into the machine 
d. peper table -- table that the paper r ests on 
e. pape r .release lever -- r eleases the paper 
r. paper guide -- guides paper into the machine 
g. paper bailor fingers -- holds peper firmly against cylinder 
h. line-space regulator -- regul6tes spacing between lines 
i. margin stops -- sets the line lengths 
j. carriage release levers -- r eleases t he carriage 
k. variable line-space -- spaces between the lines of writing 
1. carriage return lever -- returns carriage to line ~r writing 
m. space bar -- spaces between words 
n. shift keys -- used to capitalize words 
3. characteristics other than technical ability that ~ll aid 
t you as a secretary 
a. ~~ysical condition 
(1) good visloft 
(2) proper amount of sleep 
(3) correct diet 
(4) plenty of exercise 
b. mental attitude 
(1) power of concentration 
(2 ) re sourcefulness 
c. cooper ative spiri t 
, " 
4. Punct~tion rules to aid the stenograpr.er 
a. COI:l:r.a Should be used in the following: 
(1) serie s of words , phrases, or clauses 
(2) introductory participial phrase 
(3) non-restrictive phrase fol l owing "its principal 
(4) parenthetical expressions 
(5) direct address 
(6) words, phrases, or clauses in apposition 
(7) name of the state, following the city 
year f ollowing the month and also the day 
date of month fol l owing day of wee k 
(8 ) nominative absolute 
(9) contrasting expressions 
(10) short direct quotations 
(11) between members of compound sentences when 
• 
the conjunction is present as, lm.t, .Q!:,...!l!2!:, 
and, if no other punctuation is present 
(12) inverted adverbial clauses 
b. semicolon 
(1) between membeJl of a compound sentence if the 
coordinate conjunction is present and there is 
other punctuation 
(2) in compound sentences rohen the conjunction is 
omitted 
(3) in compound sentences with conjunction omit ted and 
the members connected by the following; so, also, 
yet, then, still, hence, besides, however, otherwise, 
nevertheless, accordingly, and consequently 
5. rules for syllabication of words for typewritten copy 
a. divide a word only when it is necessary to do so 
b. a word of four letters must not be divided 
c. when a word containing three r more syllables is 
to be divided at one-letter syllable, the one-letter 
syllable should be typed on the first line 
d. a one-letter syl l able at the begia~ng of a word must 
not be separated from the rest of the word 
e. when a final consonant is doubled before a suffix, the 
additional consonant should be placed with the suffix 
f. a yllablJ that 'doe 5 not contain a vowel must not be 
separated from the remainder of the word 
g. words ending in such terminations as able, lb ~ e.and 
ical should usually be divided between the stem of the 
word and the termination 
h. when a r~ot word enos with a double letter, separate the 
suffix from the roct w~ 
i. when a word i s to be divided at ~ pOi nt ~here two vow&l, 
that are pronounced separately corne to~eth~r. these 
vowels should be divided into separate ayllebl~. 
7. 
6. figuring line leng'"..hs wi t.~ spacing vertically and 
horizontally 
a. length of the line is determined by taki ng half 
the length subtracting it from the center of the 
machine for the left margin; adding it to the 
center of the machine, plus five, for the right 
margin 
b. number of spaces per inch horizontally on pica type 
--ten spaces 
number of spaces per inch horizontal ly on ellte 
type--twelve spaces 
c. number of lines to en inch vertically--slx 
tabulation pencil plan 
a. vertical placement--count the number of lines and 
spaces to be used by the entire problem, sUbtract 
this number -£rom sixty-six, and divide by two to 
get the lines that you will come down on a sheet 
of paper to start the typing 
b. horizontal placement--count the number of spaces in 
the longest line in each column, subtract this number 
from eighty-five (pica type) or one hundred (elite 
type); divide this number by one 1jI0re than the number 
of columns in the copy to obtain the spaces in each 
margin and betwee:l columns 
8. letter styles 
a. single-spaced indented style--indent each line in the 
inside ~ddress in five spaces, indent the paragraphs, 
indent the closing lines starting the first one 
···ive spaces from the center of the machine v:ith each 
of the others five spaces from that point 
b. double-spaced indented style--the set up is the same 
as single-spaced indented style except the lines are 
double spaced instead of single spaced 
c. block style--all lines typed flush with the margin 
except the date line 
d. first modification of block style--the date is indented, 
and the closine lines are typed in block form, five 
spaces to the left of the center of the machi ne 
e. second modification of block style--the date is in-
dented, the paragraphs are indented, and the _closing 
lines are blocked five spaces from the center of 
the machine 
, 
9. punctuation in letters } 
a. open punctuation--no terminal Punctuation except in 
the body of the letter 
b. mixed punctuation--no terminal punctuation except in 
the salutation, body, and complimentary close 
c • . closed Punctuation--termina1 · PQ~ctuation in the 
inside address, also the salutation, body, end 
complimentary close 
10. vitamins for the secretary 
a. vitamin a--ssk questions 
c. vitamin c--confidence 
;/ d. directness--Vitl:tin d 
e. vitar.in e--earnestness 
f. vitarein f--friendliness 
hctivity II 
Preparation of t he Actual Typing of the Booklet 
1ech pers ~L is to arrange the material that he has in his folder. 
The actual t~.'ping of the copy vlill be left up to the individual Vlho 
is doing the typing. 
Correlation II 
Preparation of the hctuel Typing of The Booklet 
English: Typing manuscript copy demands correlation with English. 
Spelling: To compose material as you type, you must have the ability 
to see that the words are spelled correctly. 
Sh~rthand: III the notes that have been teken in dealing with the 
preparation of the copy in t .hi s unit have been taken in shorthand 
and then transcribe • 
Work 5h,- _ -:; :1 
Preparation of the actual Typing of the Booklet 
Answer t.he statements below by filling in the blank to check ~ or !lQJ 
I. 1.re you .. orking at this tesk 1'1i th the right ltina set? 
II . Do you always double spece in manuscript copy? 
IE. One cory is ell that is necessary for me.nuscrirt typing. 
TV. The lengt:-! of' the line in manuscript tn:.ing is always 
four inches long. 
V. Manuscripts are bound at the side. 
Key to \'Iork Sheet II 
Preparation f or the Lctual Typing of the Bo~k1et 
I. yea 
II. no 
III. no 
IV. no 
v. not always 
Culminating Activity 
Manuscript Typing for Prectica1 Lse 
The booklets are to be displayed in the libre.ry for the visitors 
end the students to read. After they have been reed, they are returned 
-. to the typeT:riting hall for references during the rest of the school year. 
Then t t e year is ended, the students are allowed to take the copy they 
typed for reference booklets. " 
Outcomest of the Unit 
Manuscript Typing for Practicel Use 
1 . Knowledge and understa~ding of: 
A. The basic rule ~ for t;~ing menuscr: pt cOPT 
1. use double spaci~g 
2. make a dupl i cate copy 
J. r.lergins for t he me.nuscrj pt for t he t : .. pes of binning. 
e. bot,-"lo at side--leave two- i nches et t he left end 
one- inch et the right 
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b. bound et the tcp--leave a three-i :1 c ~! top me.rgin on 
the first !lege end a two-inch top margin on each 
succeeding pege; leave at least a one-inch margin 
at t he left, the ri ght, anu ~~e botto~ of t he page 
c . not to be bound--leave a one-inch margin at the left, 
the right, end the bottom of each page 
4. the title, or heading, should be centered and t:~c in capital 
letters approximately t~o inches from the top of ~he first page 
5. leave three single spaces between the title and the first line 
l . use the underscore as e sign for tl. ~ printer to see the word in 
itali£ ~ 
7. q\. oted titles of book, periodicals, and manuscripts ere usually 
italiciZed 
8 . the pages of a manuscript should be nurr,bered in lu-e.bic ' llumerals 
9. in footnotes, use superior figures in the text 
10. place quotation maFks and other marks of punctuation as follows: 
e. period or comma at the end of a quotati on should precede 
the q~otation mark 
b. se~colon or colon fol l ows the quotation mark 
c. questi on or exclamation mar~ is placed in relation 
to t~e following: 
(1) if the question aF~lies to the quotstion--the 
question COF~S first 
(2) if the question e.~plie s t o the sentence--the 
quotation mark comes f irst 
B. Study of t..'1e actual pre "aration for the typing of the booklet 
1. kind of footnotes to be used 
a. number footnotes consecutively throughout article 
b. must appear at the foot of the same page .as t~et on ~hich 
the reference figures appear 
(1) separate footnotes from the text by a line 
extending appr.o>:imately two inches from the 
left margin 
(2) indent the footnote five spaces or it may be 
tj~d even r.ith the marGin wh3n elevated figures 
ere used 
(3) single-space footnotes, but double-space between 
them 
(4) re .. 'erence made to a publishing book, the f ootnote 
is typed as follows: 
(a). the euthor's ne.me, followed by a co~.ma 
.. j 
'-{b) - titl~ of boole, followed ' by a comma-and ~ " ~ - -
unaerscored 
(c) .. the place of publication. followed b;r ~ 
a comlna or a colon 
(d) the neme of the publisher, followed by 
a CO~!IDI 
(e) the date of publication, follo~d b.r 
a coma!. 
(f) the exect pege of the boo~. fol l owed 
by a perjod. 
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( 5) r €: ference n,aae t o a Fublis~ed article, t he 
fo ot .lOte is t :;ped a s f'ollo\7s: 
(a) t he aut,fJOr IS nar.;e, f ollowed by e com.r:lIl 
(b ) t he title of the art icle, placed ~ithin 
quota t i on marks and foller-ed by a cor-una 
(c) the na~e of t he perio~ical in which 
the article is publi ::o hed, underscored 
ann follom,d by a comma 
(d) the vol~e nuober, t~~d in capitalized 
Ro=n nwr.erels e d alv;ays f ollowed by 
a co~r.a; and the page reference t~~d 
in Arabic nt'!!lerals 
(6 ) tYlO footnotes c cntai!li ng references t o the ser.e 
v:ork and f ollow each other witho1Jt any inter-
vening footnote, use ibid., the abbreviation 
for ibiden (rr=aning, in the sa~e pIece), and 
the exact page nunber for the sec ~nd footnote 
2. ma teriel as it arrears in t.he booklet 
a. ccrrtoct posture at t he lll!ic!Jine 
(1) fingers relaxed, curving over the ho.:;e keys 
(2) h[Ulds slanti n.::; upwerd fr om t.!:e wri sts 
(3) 
. t . l ' 1 I . th f t f t h t . t V.T1 S S ne_Q OW, e ose 'to .e r on 0 ' . • e y pel7I"l er, 
but not t euching it 
(4 ) fc rear::s d&ntin,; sl) g::tly ;Jp,;erd fro;:1 the eH:~l7s 
( 5 ) ' ul-T€r err.1S slanting f Or?I:;,rd 
(6 ) body l eani. S sli;;.~tl:r f orvu'.rc. fro ... the hi ps 
(7) feet corufortebly pIeced on t he f loor 
b . parts of the rr.c:.cr.i ne 
(1) carriaee--mova i l e perts of the i7;8chir;e 
(2) cylinder -- roller around wi,ich j:.t:.pe r is rolled 
'(3) cJ'lL'1der kr.ob::: -- tYlirl j:,aper into the I:'.echine 
(4) paper t able -- tal1e that the paper rests on 
(5) paper release lever -- releases the paper 
(6) paper guide -- guide ~ paper int,· the machine 
( 7) paper ~'ingers -- holds paper firmly against c~.'linder 
(8) line-space regulator -- re~ated ty line spaci ne 
(9) margin stops -- sets t he linE lengtcs 
(10) carriage release levers -- r e l eases t~e carriaee 
(11) variable lille-space -- spaces between the line 
(12) carrie.ge ret~).rn l eve r -- returns cerri r:. ge to line 
(13) space bar, -- spa ce betwee:1 \'lords 
(14) shift keys -- used to ce.pite1ize words 
c . cheracteri sti cs other than tec:mical ability that l7ill 
aid you as a secre~ry' 
(1) Ph-'s; c-l c onc·L., on • .;; . _ 101. _ . .. . v_ 
(a) good visioll 
( b ) pror>er amount of s leep 
(c) correct ciet 
(2) mental attitude 
(a) por-er of concentrat j,on 
(3) cooperat i'V.6 :OJ:iri t 
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3. punctuation rules to aid the stenographer 
a, comma should be used in the folloTling: 
(1) series of wards, phrases, or clauses 
(2) introductory participial phrase 
(3) non-restricti~ phrase following its principal 
(4) parenthetical expressions 
(5) direct address 
(6) wards, phrases, or clauses in apposition 
(7) name of the state, following the city 
year following the month and the day 
date of month following dsy of week: 
(8) nominative absolute 
(9) . contrasting expressions 
(10) short direct quotations 
(11 ) between members of compcnmd sentences when the 
, 
conju.n~ti.c;ms,. lmi, m:, nor, S, are present 
if no other ,punctuation is present 
, , . 
(12) ';'o-.erted adverbial clauses 
b. ' semicolon 
(1) between members of a compound sentence if the 
coordinate conjunction is present and there is 
no other punctuation 
(2) in compound sentences wben the conjunction is 
ad.tted 
(3) in compound sentences Tiith conjunction omitted and 
. . . - . 
the members connect.ed .p'y' tbe following: so, s.l.so, 
:vet, then, still, . hence, besides, hO'l'8ver, otherwise 
r • ~ • 
.. . .. ' ."iJ~ : ,,_ ,- . 
nevertheless, Elccord1ng1y , and consequently 
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c. rules for syllabication of words for typewritten copy 
(1) divide a word only when it is necessary to do so 
(2) a word of four letters must not be divided 
(3) when a word containing three or more syllables is 
to be divided at one-letter syllable, the one-letter 
syllable should be typed on the first line 
(4) a one-letter syllable at the beginning of a word 
must not be sePE.r&ted from the rest of the word 
(5) when a final consonant 1s doubled before a suffix, 
the addit ional consonant should be placed with the 
suffix 
(6) a syllable that does not contain a vowel must not 
be separated from the remainde r of the word 
17) words ending in such terminations as able, ~, end 
ical shC?Uld usually be divided between the stem and 
the ).ermDation -, ,. 
(8) when a root word ends with a double letter, separate 
the suf~~ from the root word 
(9) when a wOrd' is to be 'divided at a p~int where two 
vowels that"are pronounced separately come together, 
these vowel-s should be divided into each ~parat • 
. syllable • . 
d. figuring line lengths nth specing vertieaD y ' aM 
horizontally" 
(1) length of the line i8 determined by te.tifJg helf" the 
length· or··the line stibtraetliig "1i 1'rom- 'the center of 
the me.chi-ne' r'or the ' left ~rbiII; add it to t.be 
center of the machine, plus five for the 
right margin 
(2) number of spaces per inch horizontally on 
pica type-ten 
(3) number of spaces per inch vertically on 
elite type-twelve 
e. tabul.ation pencil plan 
(1) vertical placellent -- count the number of 
lines and spaces to used by the entire 
problem, subtract this number frOir. sixty-six 
·and divide by two to get the lines that you 
will have to come down on the sheet of paper 
to start the typing 
(2) horizontal placement - count the number and 
s~Oes in the longest line in each column, sub-
tract ' thi1l '!lUIIIber frOl!l -eighty-five (pice type) 
or one hundred · (elite type); divide this number 
by one more than the number of colUllllB in the 
copy to obtain ·the spaces in each ·-.rgin and 
between columna 
f. letter styles 
(1) s ingle-spaced indented style-indent each line 
in the inside address f ive spaces, indent the 
paregrephs, indent the clOSing l i nes starting 
the first one five apaces 'to the left of the 
. center of the me.chine with each of the others 
. five spaces from that point 
g. 
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(2) double-spaced indented style--the set up 
is the same as single-spaced indented 
style except the lines are double spaced 
instead of single spaced 
(3) block style-all lines typed flush with 
the margin except the date 
(4) first modification of block style--the date 
is indented, and the closing lines are typed 
in block form, five spaces to the left of 
the l1li1 chine 
(5) second modification of block style--the date 
is indented, the paragraphs are i.n.Aented, 
the paragraphs are indented, and the clos-
ing lines are 'blocked in five spaces !:rom 
. ' -'l-···--the center ot the 
punctuation in letters 
.~~~ . -. , -~ :. ' 
IIIlchine 
open punctuation--no terminal punctuation 
#" • \ ,., . .. , ~ 
exoept in the body of the letter 
_" t" . " :-. :. ~:; . .. . ~ 
(2) mixed punctuation--no terminal punctuation 
except in the salutation, body, and cOlFPli-
mentary close 
(3) closed punctua'tion--teru:.i..neJ. punctue. Han 
-" 
in the inside addre55~ salutation, body, 
and cOl!1J:limentary close 
h. vitemins far the S8cretery 
(1.) vitan:1n a-uk: quesUons 
'(21 vitamin b--be brief 
(3) vitamin o--confidence 
(4) Vitamin d--directness 
(5) vitamin e--earnestne ss 
(6) vitamin f--friendliness 
II. attitude toward: 
A. Setting a goal each time for a task 
B. Methodical working habits 
III. Habit of: 
a. Cooperating with the entire g. 'oup 
B. Completine one task; then gOing to another 
IV. Appreciation for: 
A. A coopleted copy that you ce.n be proud of 
B. The artistic part of typel'lTiting 
C. The working up of a booklet that will be an aid to . you 
Leads to other Units 
After the students have typed the unit dealing with manuscript 
typewri ting, they become interested immediately in whether they, as 
typists and shortharid students, haVe the right qualifications for es~ 
suming a position as a stenographer or secretary. For this reason, 
the unit deal: ng with Applying for a Position is used as the last 
unit for the year. The purpose jf the unit is to be sure the inexperienced 
person has some idea about what is required of him as a :pe~spective office 
'-./ worker. 
-- ~~ - ' . - - .. _--- . 

XI. D~s it contei n accurate information? v' / 
XII. Does it provide an op~ortunity for t he 
pupil to originete, plan, end direct t he 
activity , as rar as possible ? 
XIII. Does it provide oPportunity to judge, I r 
i ./ , choose, and eval uate? 
XIV. Is it within the availeble time ror the I I 1./ I I I unit? 
I I 
I 1 
XV. Is the expos i tion clear enough to make it 
! / 1 
: I 
possible f or another teacher t o put ~~e unit 
into practice if she so desires? i 
; 
v1 I r-I I I I 
7 ' I 
1"V1. Is it clearly steted where materie.ls may be 
obtained? 
XVII. lire the rererenr'es complete anC exact? 
Final Chec.k-up Test 
Menuscript Typing for Practical Use 
Type this rough-draft copy 'correcting the errors eccordine to the 
proor-reader's marks--this materiel is to be an unbound manuscript: 
How to Erase ~. . 
- =- ~ , t, .. co ~4.o<C _ ) 
;-:"nen yot: are t~'Ping work that i s to be me.rk~d for mistakes, erasing 
is not s.llowed . 
'-. ~ ~ . ._ ---- -->'--" / at erEl.sures are accep~bl;:'~ypiUG over was~me and-;upplies. 
r.hen you are tpying ::Ie.~hl. for your personal use 
The er:-ic i ent '\Irork. s t r ive s f or us~ firs t writing, b~;t when errors 
~ J~_mede, the~ mus t be corre5 ~.;.kill in making the corrections ef 
~- ---- -.~ .-.-:-:----
.J::" will be helpful iJl off seting Int time. ---- -/01 
Study careful 1.': the following steps in erasine : 
~ 1. 1.love the carri age to the right or left hand ~rore 
erasing . This will prevent waste -.irom falling in thy.£. L--~<-,,-.j 
typewri ter mechanism. 
2. The use of an er~ser s~~d to protect the writing that is 
not to be erased. 
Answer the following by checkiIgundernee.th the ~ or !l!2 to indicate 
which you think 1s correct, as far e. 3 you react: 
yes no 
I. Do I monopolize the conservation when I e.m in a 
group that I am weI ~ acque.inted with? 
II. hm I one of the persons who is the last to ley 
aside an old idea in the matter of dress? 
III. He.ve I overcome the enormou,s tenseness that so 
. . 
often arises when one i~ to be ' tested on ' a 
skilled subject? 
IV. Is my general knowledge well rounded so that I 
. 
have 50me ideas on most of the current affairs? 
V. iLm I able to enter a room without becoming sel!,. 
conscious? 
Habit test 
~rite a check mark underneath ~~e word OPPOlita the sentence stcting 
yo~ belief in whether these are gond he.cits or not: 
~s no 
I. The hat it of carrying e.ll supp1ies. with lie is 
not necessarily a good ~bi~ 
II. i:by should I carr~' all my supplies when T can borrow 
them from someone else? 
Ill. Checldng papers afte r they have been completed is not 
a good hE.bit to heve formed. 
rr . One of the traits of a good secretary is to be on time. 
Anpreciation Te s t 
At the right of the statements check the word that you think 
indicates you idea about the statenent: 
~s no sometimes 
I. The completed copy of tJ~written material is 
a thing to be proud of. 
D. Do ynu apprec:'ate the queJ.ity that you he.ve 
developed in your work? 
. 
E_. I clean my machine before I oil it, because 
t ne oil T/ill mix wi ili the dirt in the machine. 
I'l. A cover does not. help -protect the typewri~r. 
v. \':ben I er6se I I never move the carriage, because 
it is to~ much trouble. 
Key to P1n&l Check-up Test 
~uscr1pt Typ ng for Practical use 
H~ TO £RJ.SE 
lben 10U are 'typing work that is to be rlced for 1rtak a , eru1n& 
ia not allowed. When you are tYPing terial for ,.our personal. u , 
neat erasures are acoeptable. Typing owr ... atea u.. and auppU e . 
The effici ent worker etr1w8 for uaable first writing, but n errllr1l 
are aade, they lllUet be carrect.ed. Sld11 in Icing the correct.1ona U 
be helpful in off eett1nc l est tt... 
Study earetully the foll".,"""IS steps in eras I 
1. J,!o the carriage to the r1ght or lef baZld fO:N 
erasi ng. Thie 11 p:r-. nt ute fro. fallin, in 
typewriter _chanis • • 
2. The uae of an eraser sb1eld to protect • 1t1n, tha i. 
not to be .raMd. 
j 
There 11'111 be no kil,. for"tha Attit bit, and • ciaUcm • 
becaua no two atudents 11'111 haw .. stothe q .tio 
Bibliogra ,. for e Ti ... R:Il_ 
Uam18cr1pt TYPinc tor PracU U 
Les oberry, D. D., ~ Century Il:!l!!!I1U!n:y:, 4th dit1.oo (, ............ v. 
South-Weltern Publishi ng Co., l q42). 
--------, ~ Century T:rpe1l'l1.t':'ne, 2nd cUtion (~h.ica 
• 
South-li .. tem Puhlishin Co., 19)3). 
rt, 
• 
--------, ~ C n W"v Ule!!~lJJ:l£. -!:.fol~I.#, J.th E.d1tlcn (C!l! 0, 
South- 'eltern Puhlia ; 8 Co., 1 ) . 
Bibliography far Student 
LeU.oberry , D. t . ~ Ce:l UT y imY!riting, 4th EdiUOIl (Chicago , Soot.It-
1;estero Publlllhi.ng Co., 191..2) . 
-------, iQ!,Q Century Typewriting, 2nd Edition (Chi ~, South-
Western Publishing Co., 1933). 
'ppl71ng for a Posl tiOll 
Mter the .Ull or typewriting and ~orthe"" II 
will be ot no use to t!!e individual un1ul! be hu _chi 
'" ... o..u._ d , 1 t 
the ability to foll through with th ot r qu H ies th.a 
before be 16 a finish d typist or lteno r . In aroer +", I lIlhJre 
etudest that h. y hay at hi. dillpo the 0 r rae cz:oa 
pos as to lucoeoed , t!U.s unit 1e inc 
In th1e unit of worle, U w1ll. 
d in the c OW" of I y . 
ta to cUlCUI .,1 
any o!' th p i tfalle tba the,. ellCounter ........ . 
I of 
neral knowl t!lat 1, c .. sa,ry tor ............... .. ti or 
but cl pla 
,pp ...... ,-,~ OIl t 2" 
perllonal int-rv1e tor the pollitloa I. 
Pn4a pl ep'.nt, l!th D'Wt.Oe 
fllotrneg!cl Eight •• 
C.ptnl ~~I Gett ing the J b 
Object.! II 
I. 
.I.. 
and underatandi~ ~: 
p~lieation tter 
B. F !'WIonal i.ntervi 1f 
y to .p~ly tor . poaitl0 
et or HICToI't.&:r,. 
• 
II. 'ttl tude tu . ...... : 
.t. T proper 
B. Obtainin,r t !'enoea for cur .. polti 
It 
; 
lir. liabit of, 
I.. Having at your dlllposal the technical sldlla oes-.ry 
1 . shorthend 
2. typewriting 
J. general lalowle~ 
B. Being prepared with neoe .. ar,. supyllu 
IV. J..ppreClatiOD tori 
a. ot nomilel or n A. 
B. tba t you are • ble to 0 J'OI2 J 0 
, .eh 
f!r1.ng one of the local. 
about t.be illlpOrtanoe of tht. perao 1 1DterTi , 
thII data ,beet, and t or the c! or 
d AI • typi.at 
• 
S Y I 
I . . t abol.lld 
r Li.t. tb ita &IS 
terence, tar 
• 
D. • Le, n TTy, 
f ... tern PublbMn.! Co •• 1 .( ) , JJ1-J 
D. D. . , ~ • 
;estern Publ1ahin« 0., 193), 183-l84. 
11 
• 
...... '_~._. ;)Cllau" 
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r.llve rda Hodel and Grace Fhelen, 1!1&t! Speed (C!11cego, Th B. :': . R 
Co., 1940), p~. 61- 63 . 
Teacher' a ret"erence lS : 
D. D. Lee enbE,rry, ~ Century T!Jle&U !. Lt.b Edit. on (Chicago, outb-
V.-eatern Publ1 hing Co • • 1942) . Pp. 313-314. 
D. D. Leuenberry, ~ Centw:x !.Tm :m:;WJli. 2Dd Edl t.1o (hic&Cl). out.b-
~eatem Publishing 0., 1933) , PP. 183-1 
• 
r.llvercU! Hodel end Grace F lan, _'" Ki!!:.!~ 
1940) , pp . 61-63 . 
Subj et tter I 
The J.ppl1catio!l Let r 
( C.&o~ The H. 
I . The ·ppl1catiO!l tter ahould contain t.! to oU:lg: 
J;. . General. Icnod&d~ 
B. t. nee a 
1. t wo char cter rete 
2. t wo techzU re !'.re~ 
C. cent pbot.op-apb 
D. 1-1 as t r Ii rao 1 
E. The <l.t. s t 1 1n <I 
1. luta a cHic 
II 
rv 
t.b t ter 
2 . S and <ire a a of reteren s 
II . l te llll and 
J.. r r 0 1 
1 . na 
2 . addre 
J . 1 gat 
nt 01' t cia 
.t, 
• ~ 
• Co • • 
4. weight 
5. age 
6. plLce of birth 
7. natiooallty 
8. 1llUT1ed or s ingle 
9. reli8ion 
10. phY3ical eoad1tion 
B. Educatioa 
1. high ech.ool 
2 . colle 
J . craduatA 
c. Experienoe 
D. Reterenaee 
ctivity I 
The AppllcaUoo Letter 
• 
r i te • let r ot applica Ion to a tina appl C f or a po U 
in bie offiae .. • eret • 14dN •• a • . t, 
and t he general letter o. applicat.ion toro t: po It.1on. 
Correle I 
Bu.ines s tngl.iab: fi r ! ting businen lettera and ad sa e n 10 • r 
the application letter, builds u con! den and. 
but one of the 1II0st important phelen of l._ te:- t.i n is the rich 
ap roach. 
Penmanship: The II gnature 111 pen written on your apyllcati.on letter. 
This IIhould be yrT.Jr otIII writ!.nf;, beceuae often that _y t.!le 
reason for your getting the job • 
. ork Sheet I 
The J.ppllce.tion Letter 
Fill in or check the foll.orl.ng state nts: 
I . f.hicb of the introductory nunces do )"OU aug lit i tiLe ttAlr ~OT 
a letter of aW1icetico for II typing poait co: 
_______ a . In this IlOming's conte nee concerning a po it10n 
your company u typht, I ouUinad brieny .y 
fOT t.~ill t of work. 
______ b . In thill .~rn1ni's conteren::e c II po. t i on t.h 
your cOQpe.Ily •• a typ lit, I stated to ~ Y 8,. 
training and ay ab clute casdt.,. 0,1' ob • po :.tioo 
C&l..M my t.ller is an nyaltd; and I IIllIt • 
II . Is i t permissible to u.e lette pa r or a local ote to te 
a 1 tter of epplicat1co to a r 1 s, ___ _ no _____ _ 
III . Li st bel at least fiv. . n,rs that au. 
application? 
1, ______________ _ 
2, __________ _ 
3,, _________ _ 
4., _____________ _ 
5, _________________ __ 
1ncl inait p 
I. (.) 
____ (b) 
Ir. po 
Key t o r.orlc She! t I 
The .?pli~tion Letter 
'!per.l information 
references 
data Pbtet 
photograph 
' RPreciatlon 
Study Guide II 
Fersonal interne 
I . List ten 'rner&! eha cter1atics that are nec:es ry or O ...... K ... ........,I& 
• posit10n. 
II. What aup lie8 should one ha n loin for an . nterrl.e .. ! 
III. What are techn1ca1 nta for. )'Fiat , 
and .ecretaryt 
Re f renc:ell for th .tudent& 
D. D. Leallenberry , ~ Century I.:!I!!:!£iW.n&:, dltioa (C,ru.I~I;O , 
lieatern Pu l1eh1.ng Co ., 1933) , p • 3 )10. 
\'I1herde. Rodel enO 
1940), pp. 64-66 
D. D. Lea nberry, 
, __ """,,=-:;,.;d (Chleaeo, T H. 
llestern Publi hin Co ., 1942) , pp . 300-309. 
au 
., 
References for Tee.chere: 
D. D. Leuenberry , Wh CenturY 'i!W!T1t1ng , 2nd Ec.: t i on (Chic .• go, South-
V\estern Publish1I1e Co., 1933) , pp . 309-310. 
D. D. Lessenbe:-ry , ~ Centyry IypeT'r~t1r:[ , 4th LdltiO!l (Chi c.f O , So 
r.e etern Publishing Co., 1942), pp . 308-;C'9. 
1"lilverda HodE:! ~G G~ce Phele.n, !iUh Speed (C!".1caeo , The E. !.l . 
Co., 1940), pp . L4- 6C . 
Subject Matter II 
Personal Interview 
I . Ten genere1 characteristics neoes~' for obtaining • po:sit CD in an o!~ 
1. technical d :Ui ties 
e. . t ::pewr1 ting 
• ~horthand 
c • r ':'11ng 
2. • 1nterest in . ork 
3. per onali t y requi nt 
4. Ulb: t 1on 
5. • rope r dress 
6 . r:t;ht approach 01.:.T' N' tb interview 
7. accuracy 
e. peys at ntion to detail, 
9. necessary ~~Pl1ies 
10. coo reti'l:eness 
TI . Sl.pJ.liell neceSflt.!":, for the intervi.w 
1 . shorthend pad 
2 . typewri ting eraser 
3. typewri t ine era.er rhield 
4. pencil or pen 
III. Te chnical skill require nts f or th [oll,o ng: 
1. typist 
e . streight cop~ speed of ,.J words per Einute 
b . rough-drAft copy ape d of 1.0 lIord It minute 
2. s tenographer 
e . streight cop~ speed of 70 1I0rds e IIIin\lte 
b . dicte.ti on speed of l:xl words per :rote 
c. tra~8cr: ption 
a. s raibOt copy speed of 75 words s ~n_ 
b. dictatio-. s d of '120 w:n-de e :ute 
d o f 1.0 w:)!'ClS It IIin 
Activit n 
Perao .al IDte 11 
Check the following i ta of c othio and rll !> 1 £'"O"":.;UlI! to 
eee that you hav a g reI rna 1 d ebol:t ' t shO\!: c! o:-n a a 
1 . II t he the dress ill dark or con rY&t i 
• , 
2. th heir nee~ly 00 d d c1 an. 
3. 1'61 .p- a:-e.n t . 
U,9 
4. if a (irl, cheer "Ul 10 e that .he 0 065 no ba t.o ' IltUch on 
if a boy, ch c ,: to lie that h hes" clean s.ba\' 
5. shoes efIo l.1d be con .. r-nti ... a.nd 11 poll 
6 . hand a.nd nails _11 kept 
• 
if a girl , do not _ar a ~ivid :;bade of polish 
7 . _ar hnt 
tl. it a gentle 
of!1ce 
• 1'8 _ the 11&1. n you en r t! outaide 
b. 1.!' a lady. ar a sUip bat t.h.e.1. "ill _ ....... tit 
8 . when you It int.o an oftice. eo in wi t.h all pobe aDd 
li'-contro the.t you haft at yav;r eo 
9. do not .. a d untll tb iJlten. r 
J.sk to stu 01. t.o d monetrate 
procedure ot th inwrne. 
p"o r '1 t.o ac cur 
orrela Oll II 
trot s tor t r." 
definitely a rltel part ot .. eurin • po it! 
interview. 
ra Durin the rao 1 interne • 
forming op1n1on~ e.bout ther he 
a a repre enut! 
huullanship ' In ti-king h nows 
• 
t the 
during t 
ite a 
inte _e. t iote ~"'1 e r 
t, cone1. . nand; so 
toa you 0 wor i ::. 
1". r ill dictA. 
•• 
r 1 
orri 
t 
;o rlt Sheet II 
Perlonal Interview 
.lnn r the flv que tion 10 by underseor 
I. t'ben I go into the office for the inter.-i ew, 
I~ould I stand until I .. as d to ... ted? 
II. II it pert:l1 sible to type of 
dress to an interview that yo would ar 'to 
school! 
In. Do I ult any quuti o about aal.&ry dw-ing 
the interview, it I aa e peeially eterest d 
11:1 the position? 
IV. I wor k: much better n I.. e III gw:-
I en. it n an office? 
V. Y I call by pho aJ.'t.er the intern o 
-
t the . 10 r _ _ c to do . a 
I. 
II . De 
III. 18-
IV. • 
V. no 
told d • t 
ley to o~ n 
reo 1 Intern. 
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th ord IIO.l-. su:.. 'ted : 
no 
s 1'10 
s 
• 1'10 
Cull!"LiIlatinr Act! vi ty 
J,ppl:;ine f or e. Fod tion 
ArrlUlge the clas!: r oo"l ao h! i t will loolr like a laree of!'ice, 
using the teacher's desk 8S the dee i: for the et:ployer . Ti e t . 1IT1tin&: 
tables roil l be the ind1 viduel secretary's delk. I.ppo1.!l one of 
students es the e~lo~er and have I! r 
ployees w!th one of the stu<ients as the e loyer's private .. eret.e.ry. 
Uter goin[ throug!J an ent re caY's work wi b this person a ctin • 
the private aecretL.-y, let us a. that a ... transferred to aDO r 
depe.rtment e.!lC toe em;;lo;:rer has to inteni_ • group of people fo:!' 1& 
new secre te.ry. I t~ be will lect ODe of • • teno ~rs 
or typiata alree.d~ in r i. ce; but, he will 1:Iten'i.,. .ach 
raon. 
th ones who are to intervie 
15 ot 
1nterv) ewing ther.r-he thea te e the teat •• dicta on 
tn.nacription , etc . Call attention to the tact that t.hey t 
properly , br111f to th interview the right supplies, and duri.Ac 
intervie , act with the .... and poJ..ee that you 
inter'\"ier , 
T 
C u in n .ettllU 
posi tion 18 filled by one of ltenogra ' 1'1 i n 
lIIUllt ao e one to fill 
lec 
.. is T canc)'; eo he oakl h1a 
file !: Itt tbe ap l1ca ion lett.ers to 
_ laet opl e ta o intar-
view for t ~.ie Pos!tion. H selec s 
"01115 anc U t ae 
peopl e f or e.n intervie" for t nel: cay . Thea oFle 
for the intervi ew !leX day, In order to IIno t proper d eSt act 
• 
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attitude , Ene! poise , let \;8 n:: that t!l fi st om intervi ed is j us 
interested in :>btai.n.:. ::S the po::l~i on :'o r the cOl'lrense.tion he. :: no 
interellt i n t he work; t!:Je aecond .. II intere ted in the or:' , b\;,t ill 
dre ll . d rather poor] ;' , 10010:5 nt.'ler ill -tenpt and il! rather 1::11 .. 11:5. :;poke n; 
the third is dressed conservatively e.nd I:; interested in the w::Irk, ha.a 
all the oecessar:- lIup;.lie~ 1.0 demonatrete the fl.e that he 1a te ,.. 
ab1 to handle the skilled part of the position • 
.lfter t~is bas been carried Ollt to cO::lpl etion in the class, p-e nt 
it in the chapel program 1'011 1ng the ~nt re prooe d!ll£ . . 1 
people ca:--rl out their OW:1 pertlcu1.er .. ob .. ach cay, you w11 . !'!lOW t.h 
necesl! i ty of effiCient cooperati on and C:&pa 1.1 ty 0 beld a n o.t'fice 
position--P.bether i t is a position es private 
preaide!lt; or th typist or ~lle cler~ n th outer office . 
Outc • far the Ullit 
p~ly1 for a Fo ~t 0 
I . Knowledge and under te.ndilli' o.t'a 
.... The arpl1c tion alter 
1. lette r contain.s the f oll inB 
a. neral know d 
b. references 
(1) two character referen 
( ) t . o te cluU cal r. n 
c. recent photornpb 
d . 'lll1nfIlll SII for It rsonal intern 
e • cir.ta sn e t 
.2 . i te arrlUlj~.Jent of t 
a. 
B. 
1 , 
(2) addre ss 
(3) height 
(4) wei&i:t 
(5) age 
(6) place of birth 
(7) natione .. hty 
(8) Mrried or a1ngl.e 
(9) r l1gion 
(10) phylice.l condition 
b. education 
(1) high a chool 
(2) college 
(3) gratlULt.e 
c . xperience 
d . ref nee, 
Feraonal interv1e 
gFDeral char cterl .~ _ c. 
a , tec:hnic-1 bili tie a 
(1) typewrlt1n, 
(2) 6hortb.and 
(3 ) rUing 
b. .:.n ten II t in ork 
c . rllonal1ty require ntll 
d • IlI1b1 t.1 on 
• pro r d "'tI511 
r , right - ppro..eh durin 
,. _cour oy 
oe.a.ar" tor o ..... ,~.... • . it 
interview 
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h . peys at~ention to details 
i . necessary aup~lie8 
j . cooperativeoesp 
2. supplies neceesary for the 1nterv~e 
a. shorthand ped 
b. typewri tlng era"r 
c . typewriting erner shi eld 
d . pencil or pen 
J. technical sUll requirellents far the follO'rlnf ' 
a . typist. 
(1) atraight-copy speed of 60 words per minute 
(2) raugh-4ratt copy speed or 0 rds. minute 
b. stenographer 
(1) straight-copy speed at 70 o"'ds a nut. 
(2) dictation s d ot 100 ords r c1:mrt,. 
(3) transcr ' ptlon s d ot 35 ords per II1.n 
c . aecretary 1 
(1) .tra t.-copy ~ e of 75 rds . l' ainu 
(2) dictation.pe d of l20 words. II1.n 
(J) tranecr pt! OD. d ot 0 ords a II1nu 
4 . type ot 
• • lie that the s is dark: or conMrT ti 
b. the hair at d a.."lO cleen 
c . genere..l appeal'Ulc neat 
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d . if eo girl , che ck: to s - e tnat ShE does 1l :>~ have 00 ch 
if IS boy, check to see tha t be ba a cl.ean shave 
e . shoes should be conaervat1ve &nd " 11 polished 
f . bands and ne.ll. well k: pt 
if a girl , do not " ar a v.ir.d .hade or nail poli~ 
g. wear Ii hilt 
(l ) f a gentlean, reaove the . t 
out.ide office 
J"OU nter the 
(2) if a lady. a II 1e bat wi 
h . when you wal k: in~o the off ce . go in th 
s elf- contrel that you be. at your CDI'.::;;&lJ1Q 
1 . do not be Maud until the lnt.e 
n . J.tti tud toward: 
..... ,""r a.l' s 
J.. Appearing at your very s tor the i!lun1 " 
tch1 ng out.N. 
1 FO .. end 
to eit d 
B. Applying and acceptin oAly posit ana that)'Ou 11 p y in 
w . Habit ot: 
A. orldn, yst.e tice.lly 1t.hout l oa '-00 
up on 
B. Being able to interview a person " Uhout ..... J~ 
IV. Appreciation for : 
too ar. 
A. The part the. the tr~ rll Prl __ nt day cr1e1a 
IS. The compleu .. and .toe,. ot all "ork tor a t1 
a . applicati on lettt!r 
b. pre~ ion for t .1I inur;iew 
Leads to other U:l1ts 
App13~g for a Position 
Thla i. tl e last ur.1t of the typewr1tinr cour ; tr.lt t.hro r. the 
cooperation with the oth~r department$ in s~~ool, have been e hl t o 
pace our co rcla! depe.r at graduate. in part.- worlc .i~ ~ 
people ISO that they 111 1-rn the POItra! routine of the office. 
Teacher Evaluation 
To wbat e xtent. 
1. Doe s it involn a ..... riety of direct 
E G V C F P rr=o: 
,/ I I eeneory experienoes? 
./ f 
I 
2. Doee ~ t prov1d f or 80M tre , in-
for 1 a .. ocia t on of the PUFils'l 
/. I 
, I 
, 
3. Doee i t provid an opportuni t1 for 
- n ,pula 10n ~r bodily a ctivity? 
I I t ./ I ! I 
4. Do the pa • of unit a 
coh rent rilol 'l 
I I t/ j I 5. Doee it provid r" .. c i nbl aelOunt of pupil acti 'f'i t y? 
./ I 6. Doe. it contain an ant 01 out-COlk th t is eat · sla ctory? 
./ i 
I 
. Does it provide sufficient concrete •• 
and illustrati ve 
- tAr1&lat 
B. Does th unit of work ha au t'ul 
purpo in the p. een or rut life / 
of t pupil? 
-
9 . !Joe!! it rerroduce actw..l lire aituet"ons, 
as far ~~ ~o.o:tle ? 
10. Does it ut "H ze teri iUa as they occur 
in llf and in textboolls yo are studying? 
U. Does i t contAin accura. nro tioD? 
12. Doel it provide an opportunity for the 
pupil to or gi.Date, pl.an, and d rect 
activity , al far a . possible? 
1.3. Doel it provicie opportuni+ - t.o jud , 
choose, and aluate? 
14. b 1 t 1I'i thin th a llabl.e t- for the 
unit? 
15. Is the expositlon clear n t.o _ Ice 
it pols ibl.e f or ano' her a r to 
it in 0 precU ce f s a9 d I res . 
16. Ie 1t e1 rl1 ata d · ere ter la y 
obt.a!. d? 
17. J.re th referenees e eU 
E . V C. C 
./ 
,,/ 
.......... , , 
, 
I 
t • I I 
, I 
I 
/' 
I 
i I I , [ 
, 
: ./ 
/ 
t/ 
F 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
. 
, 
I 
i 
t> 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-, 
I< one 
Final Check-u; ! st 
App1yin[ for a Position 
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Fill in the Uanks in the atate_nts below with the word that wi 1 eo lete 
the eentence: 
I. The is used f or fiUng purpollea in. ci. of e ploy:: 
I • Before ap~lying f or the position , one ahouJ.d detendne ~ t.he r t:. re 
1s • in the position you ant . 
III . Tbe. ______ ia used for deteraining ap(.llcants .. C:.e 
person wants to interview. 
IV. To shorten the ap; 1icat:,01l t r, the ___ _ 
V. Tt.e data shut is in _____ fOM!l . 
VI . In foine to intervi 6 r aon for a posit 0:, 
checked in Nla ion to a. I 
1., ____________ _ 
2 ., __________ -'-____ _ 
3. _____ 1'---___ _ 
4. ___________ _ 
5. ______________________ __ 
ia used. 
follo inc sho\old 
• 
VII . Included in t.~ list or au, 11 .. one s ould ta to tor 
an office position a th 
L ____________________ __ 
2. ___________ __ 
3. ___________ _ 
4. ________________ _ 
lEo 
kppre ciati on Test 
Ji.~ l!mer t hE que s t i o!lS b· chec king ::.ncer e e.th the ... or !!2 opros~te 
the quest i on: 
I . ~o I appreci ate the s kills tr..e t I have ot tei ned 
in typewrit i ns and shorthand? 
II. ;;ill I be able to use the skill eve n t houGh I 
do not intend to beco en of:ice ~orker? 
III. i..m I c ourteous at all ti s. 
I V. l'ihen people criticize E justly, do T 
nt it? 
v. ~:avc; I become more effi Ci ent by llevin.; devel oped 
the skill in co rcial .or~? 
I . 
I: . 
II. 
n '. 
V. 
VI . 
ppl1catio!l blank 
Vacanoy 
Application letter 
Data sheet 
Outline 
Check th !ollow1n,Cl 
Rey t o th F_na l . c k- up! ~t 
Applying for a Fos i tion 
t 
1. perSO!lal a e.rfill ce -_ neat 
2 . aupf lies iccluded in pur 
J . sh s shinH 
4 . hat, pure, L"ld love. 
5. conservative dre ~s 
s no 
VII . SUjJplies one E:;o:ll.d tb ke t o fJl inter ... .i.ew for an office position: 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
4. 
t :'l..eI';l" It!.n;;; eraser 
t :"pei::-i t:'!lE eraser shield 
sbor .... :.ulnci r-ad 
pencil or pen 
Eibliography for :eac:_er 
kppl;ing for a Position 
Hodel, '7.'Uve;-:ia, E..."l~ l'ne lan, Grace, H.1&h Speed (Chicabo , Tn li . • Rowe 
Co . , 1940) . 
Lessenterr; ' , 1: . D., 2C}4 ... ~ J nturJ Tzpern-itin - , 4th Ed tiOI., (Chice{;,o , Sou 
7'cster n ?ublishiZlg Co., 1942) . 
--------, ~ Century Twel':'ri tin" 
S outh-\tste~n F~tlishing Co., 1942) . 
-------, ( :rtf! C ptur v I-yewritin , 2nd Et!i t ion (Ctu go , Sout 
\':el!tern Publiahing vo., 1933). 
Eibllography for St nt 
Hodel , ~,ilv r da, anc ?h lan , Oraee, 
Co., 1940) . 
(Chi 0, t B. ' . 
Leuenberry, D. D., ~ Century Tvrem-itbF, 4th £ctition (Chice 0, 
South_ estern Publil!hing Co . , 1942 ) . 
-------- , 20th Cent ur y Tvpef,7' tinr, 2nd 'f.dition (Ch1ca 
outh-~este~ ~~c!1sh1n C~ . , 1933). , 
bt i t w:e I' :Jt 
steel v:--.c 0" t "1 6 •. " r~c, :) in~ ~ ca" : Oi... r 6.ttit,:;o tlLc_t t..*'lc ~tat,t;:::e!lt : 
I . ~o J. TiO::' ~ ~: · ~t.€=ticQ.?l ' ct r.hatcver job I £nCOl:Ilter? Itt ..£!2 
ll . In typewritinG:;: eJ.we.ys proof- reaa my cop be!"o _ pre-
sen tine it to t~e ec~lo:cr . 
III . ':h(; !1 t::'~:::sc::,:' b.x;:: , I do r.o ::lO\<e the carria(E: over ?:en 
ensioz . 
' . _5 it ""ces~e.r: t ta ';e into cO"fici r tio::!; ti:e l':' k sand 
VI , I cio not li~" t~ gr':'r.~ t:~t [0£ - • ~ . ee. o!!"i :c~ . 
-
!nCioete '·.h ther you thin tbe stateaent IS t. or : a se y wr til'll a 
lille underneath t.!l 1\"ord at he nc ?: line . 
I . One eooula be He 0 tnnscr i teri 1 1.15 rast as be does 
straight co y . 
II . In t:rp~ r.c ro -Craft co, 'J. one shou~ not 100;'- , .e 
c0J:. : ' ac. t a correc lon is to 
• "rut! fal 
III . The application le tar 1" no nec s ary n ay:;:lyinv . or 
rY . r:hen you are 81=t=lying for a position , 1 i~ not , cessary 0 
drees an: c.i: :' rentl ~· t.'lan ~'O\! 0 : whcn you e.tt nj ecll ool. 
v. Do n~· . ... t:'}E c r~vr. co~ 1e 5 of the ter'als :" t yo ... & .. I· it~ 
ItO 
APPre ciation Test 
~nsner th~ quest ions b' checking ~nceroe~th the ~ or n2 oPFOS!te 
the quest i om 
I. Do I appreciate the s kills that I !lave otte~d 
in typewritins and sbort.lumd? 
II . ;:ill I be able to use the still eve:l though I 
do not intend to beco e n of~ice worker? 
I II . i.m I courteous at all times. 
rI . Tiben people criticize me justly, do I resent it? 
V. [ ave I beco more effici ent by han - deYelo d 
the s kill in co rc a1 wo:- It? 
I . 
Il . 
III . 
rI . 
V. 
VI . 
Appli tion 
Vacanoy 
blan 
Aey to the Fine.: Checlt- u T at 
Applying fer a Fosition 
AppliCAti on letter 1 
Date:liJe to 
Outl1.Jw 
Checlt t.he follow1nrt 
1. perso!ll:ll ap arance -- neat 
2. sup{:li s iccluded in- pur 
J . shoes hinH 
4. hat, purs , and glovee 
5. conservatl dre slS 
yes no 
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VII . SUl'l-'liE::5 one s .• ::;..:J.d tl.Lr:e t o IiIl interview for an offie position: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
t~7JO!rr.i. tine; ereser 
t:;pe;-:ri t:'n£ eraser shield 
sbort:'1snd [-ed 
pencil or pen 
Eibli ography for 7eac7.er 
~pp J.i.ng for II Position 
Hodel , '.7ilve:-:ia, e.n:: rhelan, Grace, l!1!t. Speed (Chicago , The H. • Rowe 
Co ., 1940) . 
Lessenterr:' , !j . D., ~ ;:;entur v Typel7Titin - , 4th :t:dit on, (h.icebO , outb-
~"f: stern ?ub1hh.bg Co., 1942) . 
________ , ~ Century Type~riting , 
South-r~ste~n F~t isbing Co., 1942) . 
~ ld Uon (C ~ebO , 
_______ , ;pth Cen ' v T'yenitin , 2nd E.dition (Chic go , 
r:ee te rn Publi8hing \"0 ., 1933). 
Bibliograpby for S tud nt 
Hod 1, :'.i1v rda, &DC ?helen , Graoe, H1I:il ~pe 
Co., 1940) . 
(Chic 0 , ~ B. t. 
Lessenterry, D. D., ~ Cen un Typer,ri i~E , 4th iCition (Chicago, 
Sou~~-~estern Publishing Co., 1942) . 
_ _______ , 20th C nturv Tvpel7l'iting , 2nd ldition (C!licaco, 
South-~este~ ~~tlisbinc Co ., 1933) . 
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CHAPTER IV 
COUl".sE OF STUDY 
To what extentl E. V G G F . ? 'm:<E 
I . Doe s the course of study conta1.:l e.n I 
introductory chapter statinr: I 
A. Introduction to the course or study 
./ 
1 . reason for OIIIittinf the follow-
iog in the local course of study: 
I I I I I 
a. diagram or chart I I I • 
b. stePll in curri culum buildi.'lg I '" I I 
c . philosophy of education [V I f t I 
d . principl II to guide th pro- / I I 
i 
• 
e . tel"ll!inclogy 
./ , 
r. objectives of e d c tion V r ,I 
./ I 
2. obj cti"u for advanced typewrit1.Qc ./ I 
J . structural pet 4rn for a unit ,/ I 
4. criteria of a u::it of work / 
n . Does the course of study contain unit 
organizatioIU 
I I / 1 , I I " 
A. Title / 1 I I i1 I 
B. Introeuction 
.I f j I t I , 
C. Table or CQI1teJlta 
,/ 
. 
D. Criteria or Ull1t V ~ 
E . Central The. 
F . Object.. ve!:: 
1. l :sted Q~d r : 
a . kno.;ledge a nd unciersu:..ndinG of 
b. attitude to~ard 
c . habit of 
d. ap~rec1ation for 
G. i?pproache IS : 
1. pupil lIU8gested 
2. 8ug~ested by the ley public 
J. teacher sU8gested 
H. Development or procedure t.~roubh 
1. !!tudy guides including : 
• • queetion rta, n j ng to 
sUbject tter 
b . epec fie referenc 
c . aug sted prob1e and 
activit1 S 
2. aubj at t ter Ua d r: 
a. kno ledge and l'sta:nd-
ing of 
b. attitude!! toward 
c. hat. .. t of 
d . a pprec:"ation for 
F V G 
,.. , 
/' 
;/1 
, 
</ ' , , I 
I Vi I 
./ I 
/ 1 I I I ) 1 ! 
// T 
/ j I 
I I 
7' I 
~ I I I 
/ I 
I , ! 
/ 
I 
i 
~ I 
7, 
I 
I 
, I 
/ 
• 
/( I I , 
t I 
./1 I 
/ / 1 
.1/ I 
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G. F P IIOt£ , I , 
I I I 
I I 
I I , , I I I , 
I ! 
I I 
I I • I 
I -
• 
, I 
I I • 
I t ~ I , , I 
I I , 
r I 
! . I I I 
I 
, 
I I 
, 
, 
• • , I 
.1 
I 
, 
I I , 
I I I I i I 
, 
I 
I I • , 
. 1 
I j I I 
) I 
r 
I I I , 
, I I I 
, 
I I I 
I I I 
J. acti vities, projects, and problems 
for the ~ose of : 
c. creating interest 
b. iDcrease of pupil interest 
through pupil activity 
c. broaden the field for the 
more capable student 
4. correletions with tb other courses: 
a. general of!'ice practi ce 
b. filing 
c. English a.od gram" ar 
d. spel ing 
• • penmanship 
f. reading 
5. work sb te t.r enable students to 
obe th 1r pro •• throu COlI-
pletion of a li _n taale and to 
aid the teacher in te ching 
stuoellt . c.t he I*~. 
I . Cul.m.inatlng lcUvi yr 
1. .ugguted by st nt 
2. supervision or sU€tutiona '" 
the teach r 
J. Outco s to listed specificall u: rr 
1. and un ' rrtanrUng of 
2. att1t II t"....,m 
J. habits of 
EX 
/ 
/ 
./ I 
/ 1 
/ 
; 
./j 
/ 
./ 
J 
, 
/ , 
I 
;,,' 
II" 
V G 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
f 
I 
.-
r 
G 
I 
I 
I 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
P F mxrr: 
t 
I 
I 
I I • ,
I , 
, 
• 
• 
• 
, 
, 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
j 
I 
I 
4 . apprecietion for 
K. Leaas to ot.'.ler !.ni ts through l!: ~g-
gestions by: 
1 . students 
2. the Lay public 
J . teacher 
L . i ve.l:.1atlon -- mee.suring resuI ts 
~ . Bibliography listed al}i1a t cally 
nth page n bers and authors cl.e&r1,. 
indi cated: 
1 . teacher 
2 . pupil 
Ill . Does the course of study contain a ens 
IV. 
of evaL.uation; 
(check the em 
cour e of study) 
evaluation o!' the 
Does th cour of study contain a biUio-
graphy: 
.I. . !.isted in alphabetical order for: 
1 . teac er 
2 . pu il 
B. ny text books to ta care of corre • 
terials 
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E . f V. G, 
I 
G. F, 
1 I 
I I I / ' I I I I l.-~__ ~_~ ___ :- _ 
I ,I' , 
I 
1-< 
I I 
1/ 1 
I I 
1 
I 
! 
I 
/j 
/ I 
'.1 I I I I I I 
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Cr.1J"IT. Ii V 
Chapter One is coz::posed of the Introduction .!:s! ~ Thes 
1515 e. ... hole . 
These are the items thet are diacussed in Chapter One: 
1. l'ihat prom}':ted the atudy 
2 . Statement of the problem 
3. Scope of the stud,. 
4. Source of the date. 
5. Chapter eummary 
An Introduction to the Couree of Study i5 the title ot Charter " o. 
The content of this chapter is as follo a l 
1. reason for leaving out the full dil!cuaaion of the 
d~ag:raro , atepl! in curriculum building, philo ophT 
of education, priQclplea to guid the pro 
I , termi-
nology, 0 .ectives of education, and the object! a 
of aubject , wi th II ahort atete nt about each one. 
2. the objectives for dvanced Typewrit ng outlined 
under the follo ing beadines: 
a. k:oO'l'/ledge and understanding of 
b. atti tud t art 
c . habit 
d. appreci tio~ !ar 
3. the st!""o.lct=al pat teI'!l for the unit: 
s . t itle 
b. introc.uction 
c. tabl e of contents 
d . cri i.e:-i a 
e. grecie p lacement.--ti me allot nt 
f . centrel theme 
g . objectives: 
(1) Icnowledge and understanding ot 
(2 ) attitude t a 
() hebit of 
(4 ) appreci t i on f or 
h . approach 
1. develop nt or procedure throUc!l 1 
(1 ) study guid s 
(2) subject =atter 
• 
() acthit1ea 
(4) correlatioua 
l,j wor k Ih et. 
j . culJ:ine t1ng acti vi tJ' 
k. outeo IS 
1 . leads to oth r unit:s 
Ill. e~luati on 
(1 ) t eac her te t. 
(2 ) pu~il t ate 
n. b1bl!o£re.phy 
(1) teach T 
(2) pupU 
167 
, 
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Chepter Three is ~Ade up of the Developr~nt of _ C~ur5e £f Study ~ 
Vnits . There are five units in the entire couree of study. These five 
units cocFrise the Advanced Typewriting course: 
lmi t I--'I'he Twentieth Century Type1lT'i ter for T ntieth 
Century Typists 
Unit II--~iness Letters for the Modern Typist 
Unit III--Tabulation in Everyday ~ork 
Unit IV--f:1anuscript Typing for Practical Use 
Unit V--~pply1ng for a Positi )D 
:-he units in Chepter Three of the course of study are de'9'81o accord-
ing t o the pan set up for the pattern of unit construction in Chapter Two. 
Chapter Four deals "i th a check she t for evtUt:ating the eour ot 
study efter i t hes been compl ted. This check: sh t tits the arra.n:ee nt 
of the course of study. Ell.ch pert is checked by th ah t . 
Chapter Five is the summarization of the entire piece of ark . 
Cbe.pte Six is the blb110rpny l1st.in8 the .ouree. or 
wi th the author, title, publi hing coope nJ", and th ar or 
t data 
11 tion tor 
each of the references. 
Blsckstone , I . G., end ~Clith , S. L. , ;l:ll.or tance Qf. lnstruction in 'i'm-
f:r Hine (.lew Yor k, Prentice- Hall , 1936) . 
Caswell , Hol l is , and Cacpbel l , Doek , Curricu1un Develop ( . t1 YOI" , 
hrr~ ricen Eook Co. , 1935) . 
Cl e m, Ja:le E ., 'The 'i'echnioue of Te a chine TypEmri ting (.;e.. orlc , The 
Greeg Publi5h'~g Co . , 1929) . 
Cocking , I. . D., fi c=inis trat ive Froe C ' es ~ Currie UD ~kln~ or Public 
~ehoo15 ('1'( ach r 8 Colle fe, Col umbia ;;n1 v 1':51 :. Contrj uti n:5 0 l du 
tion , .:0 . " Q )L-., , 192' ) . 
D. ';FF€lton-Century Co . , 1936) . 
Fisher, tlyron C. , e.nd Pender y , ,Iohn A. , 
(Chica go , South- f, surn Publ hine Co . , 943) . 
111115 , Cb.rl~Ea , ,s&l' \.p. t i on , Wlpubhsh d , ohnllto 
F nm; yl vl:.n:!.c! 1941) . 
Hi bchool , Jc~t n , 
'l('·de1 , ', llve r da , 8.."ld H:.!lnn , Cre e , 11: r~ ~pt (Chic~go , S~u h- .es rn 
Publishing Co., 194 ) . 
Eopki n , L. 7 . , Ct;rrieuluD r r h e j! 11'11 !Zi Pr l<cti c ~ (i;e Yorie , r: n~. in 
H. £anbor n and Co . , 1~29) . 
, I 
~ 1 q ~ I 
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~olland, Kathryn Garrett , Accu r acy Puil er (Publi shed by A=e rican 
Institute of Busi ne~s , Io~a , 193~ ). 
Knudsen, Charles, ~ 1' vdUDtion lm!! Jmrrovin E: g!. Teaching (Chicago, 
Doubleday, London, and Co., 1932). 
Korona, L. r. ., Rowe, Clyde E., a~d Clee, Jane E., Fu;! i ne s Ell !'!:~~!!al 
Typepriti ng (Chicago , Ginn and Co., 1939) . 
Leslie, Louis A., n l'.ctional l'etr.od Di cte. t ion (Chicago , The Gre gg Publish-
ing Co., 1936 ). 
Lessenberry, D. D., -Leveloping Gr eater Typewri ting SJ£ed and Con r ol , . 
Typewriting ~e~s (~ outh-~€stern Fub1 _shing Co ., Spring, 1940) . 
--______ , ~ Ce r:turv T:ypewri t ing, 4th Edlt.: cn (Chica 0 , 
South-~estern Publishing Co., 1942). 
---____________ , 20t h Cent ury T:ypewr ' t i ng, 2nd Ldl i on (ChlC6fO , 
South- r e et e rn ~bllshing Co., 1933 ) . 
---___________ , ~.anual , L.Jl Cent ury Typewr i t ing , 4th rdiU 
(Chi cago , South-r.e ~tern Publi shing Co., 1942) . 
Loso , i"oster ~ ., Hacdlton, Char l rs :., and I.gnn , Peter L., S,cre t arial 
Of fice frac+i ce (Chi cago , South-~,etern Publishi n Co •• 1937) . 
Nati onal Council Student' s Typi~£ Tests (Chiee _o , , ational Counci l r 
Busi ne s s cucat ion, 1943) . 
::.:,.ith , Har ol d H. , 1'"1 writinc T cr.nioue (Chic fO , T c. g(; Publ ! :: ing Co •• 
1936) . 
Sorelle , F.upert P., Smith, Harolc :: ., Foete r, ;:i 1l1al:l . • , _1anc.bal'd . ':1 1. . 
GT rc TVt,i. " (C, hi c8 (;o , The GT [ 6 ?uUishin~ Co., 1937) . 
Bock Ce., 191. ~ ) . 
J" . ..... ..... _ ... . • " 
. -
. , . 
I 
Stuart, :'sta k CEIJ, The 1'1<in5 Teecher n ~ork (Chicego , The Gregg 
Publishing Co., 1926) . 
~ilson, Lillian, Froeres sive Dictation (Ch1cego, The Gregg Pub11ahinS 
Co., 1930) . 
